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BABBLE
-- Faned: Tanya Huff. APAzine.
1980 - (#1 - Jul) (#2 - Aug) (#3 - Sep) (#4 - Oct) (#5 - Nov) (#6 - Dec)
1981 - (#7 - Jan) (#8 - Feb) (#9 - Mar) (#10 - Apr) (#11 - May) (#12 - Jun) (#13 - Jul) (#14 - Aug) (#15
- Sep) (#16 - Nov) (#17 - Dec)

BACK AGAIN INSIDE INSANITY
-- Faned: Becky Bennett Thomson. APAzine.
1979 - (#1 - Aug)

BACK HOME AGAIN
-- Faned: Michael S. Hall. APAzine.
1978 - (#1 - Jul)

BACK IN THE BACKWATER
-- Faned: Robert Runte. APAzine.
1981 - (#1 - Jun)

BACK IN THE GOULASH AGAIN
-- Faned: Becky Bennett Thomson. APAzine.
1979 - (#1 - Oct)

BACKLOG
-- Faned: Lexie Pakulak. Apazine.
1982 - (#1 - Apr)

THE BACKWOODS BLUES 1 & ONLY
-- Faned: Linda Ross-Mansfield, Winnipeg, MB. Issue 1 (& only) produced as a one-shot for
distribution at the 1986 Worldcon in Atlanta. Essay about the founding of Keycon, and the possibility
of a Worldcon bid for Winnipeg in the distant future (which came to pass in 1994). (LP)

BACOVER
-- Short for 'back cover' of fanzine. Sometimes a sort of wrap-it-all-up page with odds & ends of
various columns, often an opportunity to run a full page piece of art. When I edited BCSFAzine I
usually devoted the top half to art and the bottom half to promoting our club's next convention.
Anything goes nowadays, but what used to be quite common was to use the bacover as an envelope
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substitute. In other words, instead of mailing the zine in an envelope, fold it once or twice, tape it shut,
so that all or a portion of the bacover is all that is visible. (I believe the Cdn post office, since
automation, no longer allows this.) Thus the bacover would usually be printed with a return address
and get a stamp and mailing address added. Back when both the Cdn and US post offices used to
routinely open 'suspect' mail, some faneds couldn't resist tweaking the long noses of the postal
inspectors, US fan Arthur 'Art' Rapp used to print poems aimed specifically at postal authorities on the
bacover of his 'SPACEWARP' (published circa 1947 to 1952). (DE)

BAD MOON RISING
-- Faned: Derek MuCulloch. APAzine.
1982 - (#1 - Mar) (#2 - May) (#3 - Jul) (#4 - Sep)
1983 - (#5 - Mar)

BAD SNEAKERS
-- Faned: Bob Wilson. APAzine.
1979 - (#1 - May)

BAIN D'OISEAU, LA
-- Faned: John Mullock. APAzine.
1980 - (#1 - Dec)
1981 - (#2 - Feb)

BALCONY INSURGENTS
-- One of those fannish legends. At the 1956 NYCon II Worldcon, fans who refused to pay $7.10 for
the banquet (outrageous price back then), yet wanted to hear the after-dinner speakers, especially the
keynote speaker, cartoonist Al Capp of 'Li'l Abner' fame, hung around in the hall outside the banquet
room. The Worldcon chair, Dave Kyle, ordered the banquet room doors closed on the grounds that
only those who had paid for the event should take part.
Determined fans including Canada's Boyd Raeburn (faned of 'A BAS'), as well as prominent US
fans like Bob Tucker, Dick Eney and Ted White, flooded up a stairwell and crowded into a balcony
overlooking the banquet. They became somewhat unruly when volunteer gopher Sheldon B. Deretchin
came up and up and shouted "Dave Kyle says you can't sit here." Finally everyone was ushered off the
balcony by house detectives, presumably at Kyle's bidding. This was motivation enough to reappear on
the balcony during the convention business session and heckle the convention committee, (hence the
term 'balcony insurgents').
For years afterwards "Dave Kyle says you can't sit here" was a catchphrase often printed in
fanzines. Meanwhile the number of fans claiming to have been among the 'balcony insurgents' grew
exponentially. In the 1990s, writing in an article in 'MIMOSA', Kyle revealed he had been ordered by a
fire marshal to clear the balcony. (DE) & (Dick Ellington)
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BALLET ( FANNISH )
-- One of those fannish legends that have long been suppressed. Yes, fans have not only performed
skits and entire plays at conventions, some dared choose the way of pain for their fellow fen by
performing an evil variant of dramatic presentation: ballet. Oh, the horror...the horror...
The classic fannish example is the science fiction ballet ASTEROID inflicted on the audience at
the ChiCon II Worldcon in 1952. Harry Warner Jr. described it thusly: "Asteroid, the ballet, was an
early example of the use of fluorescent costumes under ultra-violet light plus slides to accompany
dancing and recorded music. It dealt with love and jealousy on a small planet among space travelers.
Ray Nelson was a live drummer, producing sounds which reminded Art Rapp of toads copulating on a
tin roof, and a former burlesque celebrity enacted the role of the heroine."
( I am reminded of the mime performance of the LIFE AND DEATH OF A BLACK HOLE
performed as her 'term paper' by a young woman in black leotards -- a fellow student in my astronomy
class at UBC, circa 1978 -- and the look on the face of the professor as he desperately grappled with
the task of assigning her a mark. Hmm, I should have invited her to perform at that year's VCON. Full
marks for guts I'd say. )
To be fair, ASTEROID sounds too good, or at least too complicated, to be strictly a fannish affair.
Elsewhere HWJ mentions a ballet put on by University of Chicago students at ChiCon II which so
disgusted reporters from Time Magazine that they fled in anger, though what disgusted them was that
Look Magazine photographers were there first. Probably this was ASTEROID, or maybe there were
TWO ballets performed at ChiCon II? But if ASTEROID and the student production are one and the
same, then the presence of well-known fan Ray Nelson whaling and wanging on the drums indicates at
least some fannish participation in the ballet.
That same year at a convention in London, England featured a ballet "which saw Daphne
Buckmaster and Dorothy Rattigan dancing the roles of the first man on Mars and a Martian villain,
while a group of males portrayed the female chorus."
The 1956 NYCon II Worldcon in New York included the ballet CLICHE, starring Olga Ley, in its
programming.
Continuing research may turn up further examples. I hope not. (HWJ)
[ See DRAMA ]

BAQUOTE
-- A quote placed on the bacover for emphasis, especially powerful when unaccompanied by any other
text. Quite often promotional in nature, as in selected praise of the zine by a well-known fan, or -- even
more juicy -- condemnation by an outraged competing faned.

BARBARIAN INVASION
-- Generally speaking, the term any bunch of old-fhart fans will use to describe an influx of newcomers
who have different interests, values, and priorities.
Fhistorically speaking, first used to describe a flood of new fans (including Harry Warner Jr.)
which began circa 1938 and continued arriving thru the early 1940s. Inspired by an explosion of
prozines, they shared a keen interest in pro fiction which the previous generation of fans had let slide
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because they had evolved fandom into a self-sufficient phenomenon. The rejuvenated interest in
prodom in turn triggered a renewed interest by the editors of prozines & other 'filthy pros' in organized
fandom, which helped generate sponsorship and promotional support for the first Worldcon 1n 1939.
Some older fans resented this de-evolution process. Unbelievably excessive amounts of fannish
politics and backstabbing were cheerfully applied by both sides, for a while.
More recently, many long-time sf fans, especially in zinedom, considered the rise of Trekdom to be
the greatest Barbarian Invasion of them all. Robert Runte, however, pointed out that Trekkers either
discovered greater SF interests or remained isolated in their specific fandom. What really hurt was the
massive flowering of media fandom in general during the 1970s following the example set by
Trekdom.
As Runte explained, in the 3rd edition of THE NCF GUIDE TO CANADIAN SCIENCE FICTION
& FANDOM, there were three specific problems brought about by the 1970s' Barbarian Invasion:
1) "The mere size of the influx destroyed the close-knit intimacy of fandom...Fans felt themselves a
minority at their own celebrations ( conventions )...prominent fanzines suddenly became obscure as
their print runs fell hopelessly behind the exploding numbers of newcomers...Clubs were also shaken
as established fans found themselves out-voted..."
2) "The newcomers were a new type of fan...As viewers rather than readers, they tended to be less
literate...to be passive consumers rather than active doers. They arrived at conventions expecting the
organizers to put on a show for them, rather then get involved...they often seemed to view fandom as a
commodity or service they could buy, rather than as something one did. Two-way communication was
lost."
3) "...( as with most empires overrun by barbarians ) fandom was already rotting from
within...factors had begun to erode fandom's former cohesiveness...by the mid-1970s there were over a
thousand SF ( book ) releases a year, making it impossible to remain current on the whole field...the
chances of two fans having read the same book declined sharply, eroding the sense of community
which used to stem from a shared literature..”.

BARBECUE AT THE EDGE OF FOREVER
-- Faned: Derek McCulloch. APAzine.
1982 - (#1 - Sep)

BARBECUED BILLYGOATS
-- Faned: Karen Pearlston. APAzine.
1977 - (#1 - Apr)

BARDIC RUNES
-- Faned: Michael McKenny. Semi-pro fantasy/fictionzine pubbed out of Ottawa in the 1990s. Digest
sized, with a distinctive green cover. (More details to be added)
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BARON MUNCHAUSEN IS NOT A CHOCOLATE
-- Faned: Bob Wilson. APAzine.
1977 - (#1 - Jul)

BCAPA
-- Faneds (O.E.): David Greer & Fran Skene. Apa pubbed out of Vancouver from 1978 to 1983.
"BCAPA is the more senior of the two Vancouver apas." - (RR)
1978 - (#1 - Apr) (#2 - May) (#3 - Jun) (#4 - Aug) (#5 - Sep) ( #6 - Oct) (#7 - Nov) (#8 - Dec)
1979 -(#9 - Jan) (#10 - Feb) (#11 - Mar) (#12 - Apr) (#13 - May) (#14 - Jun) (#15 - Jul) (#16 - Aug)
(#17 - Sep) (#18 - Oct) (#19 - Nov) (#20 - Dec)
1980 - (#21 - Jan) (#22 - Feb) (#23 - Mar) (#24 - Apr) (#25 - May) (#26 - Jun) (#27 - Jul) (#28 - Aug)
(#29 to #55 - 1980/1981/1982)
1983 - (#56 - Feb)

BCSFA
-- The British Columbia Science Fiction Association, founded in 1970, and still in existence. Oldest
surviving SF club in Canada. (Detail to be added)
[ See BCSFA NEWSLETTER, BCSFA NORTH, BCSFA MEMBER'S HANDBOOK,
BCSFAZINE, BCSFA PRESS, THE BCSFA WAR OF '74, & FICTONS FREE-FOR-ALL ]

BCSFA MEMBERS' HANDBOOK
-- Faned: Garth Spencer. "A completely unauthorized production" which is a model of its kind. In 24
digest-sized pages he concisely explains the following topics: BCSFA, membership rates, current
executive, club activities, BCSFAzine, VCONs, the ELRON Awards, turkey readings, club bylaws,
fanzines, trade zines, zine repositories, Mr. Science, writer's workshops, Fictons, Writer's resources,
the V-Con Society, other local clubs, clubs elsewhere, upcoming conventions, Canadian SF awards,
Congoing, the Canadian Unity Fan Fund & "interesting online stuff". In short, an excellent guide not
only to the B.C. SF Association, but to Canadian fandom in general. Free to all club members. Alas,
quickly dated, but a great snapshot of the club at the time. [ See THE WHOLE TORONTO FANAC
GUIDE ] as another example of a fan guidebook.
2001 - (#1 - Feb)
[ See BCSFA, BCSFA NEWSLETTER, BCSFA NORTH, BCSFAZINE, BCSFA PRESS,
THE BCSFA WAR OF '74, & FICTONS FREE-FOR-ALL ]

BCSFA NEWSLETTER
-- 1) Faneds: Mike Bailey & John Park. The BC SF association being created as an off-campus club
in January of 1970, there was at least one attempt to pub a newsletter apart from the newsletter of the
parent body UBC SFFEN. Dated Mar/Apr 1971, it pushes the upcoming BCSFA convention (VCON
1), describes two recent BCSFA meetings (the 2nd & 3rd meetings of the club), & recent elections.
The first newsletter on a Gestetner for both UBC SFFEN and BCSFA, the results were horrible:
multiple black splotches. (RGC)
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-- 2) . Title of the first 33 issues of BCSFAzine.
[ See BCSFA, BCSFA MEMBERs' HANDBOOK, BCSFA NORTH, BCSFAZINE, THE
BCSFA PRESS, THE BCSFA WAR OF '74, & FICTONS FREE-FOR-ALL ]

BCSFA NORTH
-- BCSFAzine #137 (Oct 1984) reported: "BCSFA North, a branch of BCSFA once operating in Prince
Rupert, has now been reactivated as the Campbell River Branch. Three meetings have been held in the
homes of Kay Briggs (President) and of Paul H. Simms (Recording Secretary). Meetings are held
whenever fans gather at one of these places."
Selected quotes from the BCSFA NORTH 'Conditions Of Membership' document included in the
GENERIC CON 1 Program Book:
"Article 1 - FUNCTION OF THE ORGANIZATION
1.1 - The official functions of BCSFA North are to provide an excuse for parties, to indulge the
member's hedonistic impulses, and to provide an outlet for the President's latent megalomaniac
tendencies.
1.2 - The organization also has something to do with Science Fiction, but no one is quite sure what.
Article 2 - THE EXECUTIVE
2.1 - The only executive officer of BCSFA North is the President, who is a self-appointed dictator and
recognizes no form of democracy, parliamentarianism, collective bargaining, human rights, fair play,
or anything else.
Article 3 - CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP
3.1 - Members are persons who have been told by the President that they are members.
3.2 - Membership fees will be accepted gleefully by the President. There is no ceiling. Cash, money
orders, cheques, postage stamps, books, household appliances, liquor, and half-dressed members of the
opposite sex are all acceptable forms of payment.
3.3 - To retain their good standing in BCSFA North members must remain alive and must attend at
least one meeting per century.
Article 4 - RELATIONSHIP TO PARENT ORGANIZATION
4.1 - The Parent Organization of BCSFA North is the B.C. Science Fiction Association.
4.3 - The President of BCSFA North recognizes the existence of the Executive of BCSFA, but pays no
attention to them whatsoever.
4.4 - The official organ of BCSFA North is BCSFAzine, although BCSFAzine doesn't know this."
[ See BCSFA, BCSFA NEWSLETTER, BCSFA MEMBERs' HANDBOOK, BCSFAZINE,
THE BCSFA PRESS, THE BCSFA WAR OF '74, FICTONS FREE-FOR-ALL & GENERIC
CON 1]

BCSFA PRESS
-- Faned: R. Graeme Cameron. Back when BCSFA & WCSFA were one and the same organization,
on 19th July, 1997, a motion was presented by Cameron calling for the establishment of "THE BCSFA
PRESS, the purpose of which is to publish a series of chapbooks of potential interest to SF fandom,
thus fulfilling our mandate to promote sf." Among the conditions proposed: "... be administered by the
current club archivist... none of the publications to be at the club's expense .... that the printing and
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mailing costs be borne by the author... that each publication under THE BCSFA PRESS imprint be
numbered in sequence..."
The press got off to a good start with several publications, and dozens more planned with titles like 'A
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE ELRONS', 'A GUIDE FOR ADMINISTRATORS OF C.U.F.F.', &
'FAMOUS CANADIAN FANEDS'. But for a variety of the usual reasons the press was put on hiatus,
to be revived when conditions are appropriate.
Here is a list of publications to date:
1998 - (#1 - Mar) - CANFAPA, V1#1WN1 - by R. Graeme Cameron. The Canadian Fanzine APA
devoted to: promoting awareness of Canadian SF Fanzines, converting Canadian SF fans into faneds,
& preserving Canada's SF fanzine heritage. 6 pages. [ See CANFAPA ]
1998 - (#2 - Mar) - WIERDS DID IT! THE CHRONICLES OF BCSFA, Volume One: 1968 to
1972 - by R. Graeme Cameron. An account of the early history of BCSFA, including VCONs one
and two plus Philip K. Dick's life in Vancouver. (Note: Old English spelling of 'weird', a 'wierd' being
a race of fates or supramundanes who do odd things.) 30 pages.
1998 - (#3 - Mar) - INDEX TO BCSFAZINE, Volume Three: 1990 to 1997 - by R. Graeme
Cameron. 33 pages.
1998 - (#4 - May) - HARRY WARNER, JR. FAN OF LETTERS - by Murray Moore. Reprint.
Assorted contributions in praise of HWJ. Originally published in FAPA. 30 pages. [ See HARRY
WARNER JR. FAN OF LETTERS ]
1998 - (#5 - May) - CANFAPA, V1#2WN2 - by R. Graeme Cameron. 22 pages.
1998 - (#6 - Jul) - CANFAPA, V1#2WN3 - by R. Graeme Cameron. 32 pages.
1999 - (#7 - Jan) - CANFANDOM, (Name change from CANFAPA),V2#1WN4 - by R. Graeme
Cameron. 48 pages. [ See CANFANDOM ]
1999 - (#8 - Mar) - THE TRUFAN'S ADVISOR, AN INTRODUCTORY GUIDE TO FANDOM by Arnie Katz. Reprint of the 1995 edition pubbed out of Las Vegas, Nevada.
1999 - (#9 - May) - CANFANDOM,V2#2WN5 - by R. Graeme Cameron. 46 pages. (Never
distributed)
2000 - (#10 - ? ) - TORONTO THE GHOOD - by Taral Wayne. Reprint of a 1988 anthology of
fanwriting by fans living in or near Toronto from the 1940s thru to the 1980s. Included articles by:
Beak Taylor, P. Howard Lyons, Boyd Raeburn, Peter Gill, Susan Wood, Rosemary Ullyot, Mike
Glicksohn, Victoria Vayne, Bob Wilson, Janet Wilson, Phil Paine, Taral Wayne & Bob Webber. 43
pages. [ See TORONTO THE GHOOD ]
[ See BCSFA, BCSFA NEWSLETTER, BCSFA NORTH, BCSFA MEMBERS'
HANDBOOK, BCSFAZINE, THE BCSFA WAR OF '74, & FICTONS FREE-FOR-ALL ]

THE BCSFA WAR OF '74
-- The Saga of the competing BCSFA Newsletters. Mike Bailey edited #1 to #24. After #12, he carried
on the numbering with his perzine ('THE LONG GOODBYE' numbered #13) simultaneously with the
newsletter (BCSFA NEWSLETTER #14). This has to do with: WARNING: CONVOLUTED
FANNISH POLITICS! Here follows an attempt to explain:
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-- MARCH 1974: Mike Bailey printed #9, and revealed he had been voted out of his position as
Treasurer of VCON 3 at the last committee meeting. He described this as "a clash of personalities
between himself and David George/Pat Burrows." Mike declared that his zine "is the official
newsletter and the 'other' you will receive is a convention committee newsletter." The 'other' , an
alternative #9, did appear shortly thereafter, and while subtitled "V-CON III AND BEYOND", was
firmly labeled "THE BRITISH COLUMBIA SCIENCE FICTION ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER
Vol.2#1." It was printed by the VCON III committee, which included Pat Burrows, David George &
John Thomson, and promised, among other things, that at the next meeting the concom "will state why
Mike Bailey was voted out of office as Treasurer..." Then, prior to the March 30th meeting, Mike
produced a #9/a "special edition" with the agreement of "the entire convention committee of VCN III"!
Evidently a process of reconciliation was at work, albeit a complicated one. First, the entire BCSFA
executive had quit. Second, the "revised agenda" for the meeting called for the creation of a
constitution (in the belief that this would prevent future squabbles?) in order to register BCSFA under
the Societies Act. Third, after the transition was complete, elections would be held.
-- APRIL 1974: With #10 (sub-titled 'TRANSITION') Mike Bailey threatened to quit as acting
BCSFA editor yet continue the newsletter on his own as a perzine. An alternative #10 (V2.#3&4) was
put out the same month by Ed Hutchings, John Thomson & Ed Beauregard, in which it was
announced BCSFA elections were pending.
-- MAY 1974: Mike Bailey now seemed to be giving in, as in #11 (sub-titled 'GETTING THERE')
contains a reference to the rival zine as "the real BCSFA newsletter". The alternate #11 (V.2#4)
supervised by Michael Walsh to ensure "lack of bias", contained word of an election run-off between
Mike Bailey and John Thomson for the position of "Information Officer" (Newsletter Editor).
-- JUNE 1974: I do not know if Mike produced a BCSFA newsletter as such for JUNE (nothing in the
BCSFA archive), but he did pub an apparent perzine numbered #12 (titled 'APOLOGETICA') which
contained club material such as the fact he was running for editor. No "alternate" newsletter appeared.
At the June 15th meeting the votes were counted and Mike was confirmed as Info Officer, and thus as
Newsletter Editor.
-- JULY 1974: Mike Bailey celebrated his triumph by publishing a clearly titled 'BCSFA
NEWSLETTER' which, however, was numbered #14! In it he refers to a #13 (sub-titled 'SON OF
MACHIAVELLI') published the same month as "another monthly", i.e. his perzine. I think the
simplest way of understanding this is to interpret #1 (Aug 1973) to #12 (June 1974) as a continuous
run of the newsletter, and then, after his election victory, Mike decided to 'split' the zine in July, with
#13 being the 'first' issue of his new perzine, and #14 being the 'first' issue of the reborn newsletter. In
that sense, there never was a '13th' BCSFA newsletter; the June issue was #12, the July #14, and that's
all there was to it.
-- Why so much detail about an obscure subject? Because we're talking about an early incarnation of
BCSFAzine, and the CANFANCYCLOPEDIA is posted on behalf of BCSFA by the BCSFA Archivist.
Nyah hah hah!...hee hee....
[ See BCSFA, BCSFA NEWSLETTER, BCSAFA NORTH, BCSFA MEMBERS'
HANDBOOK, BCSFAZINE, BCSFA PRESS, & FICTONS FREE-FOR-ALL ]

BCSFAZINE
The monthly newsletter of the BC SF Association. Though the club was founded (by the UBC SFFEN)
in Jan 1970, a regular newsletter did not emerge till the Summer of 1973 when numerous fans who had
graduated from UBC, and who had been inspired by 'THE FIRST FAN AND FANTASY FAIR' held
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in June at the Washington University in Bellingham (U.S.A.), decided to revive the moribund offcampus club. #1 came out in August 1973. The title was changed by #34 (April 1976) to BCSFAzine.
(More details to be added)
BCSFA FANEDS IN SEQUENCE:
-- Faned: Mike Bailey. #1 (Aug 1973) to #24 (May 1975).
-- Faned: Fran Skene. #25 (June 1975) to #37 (July 1976).
-- Faned: Allyn Cadogan. #38 (Aug 1976) to #51 (Sept 1977).
-- Faned: Fran Skene. #52 (Oct 1977).
-- Faned: Alan R. Betz. #53 (Nov 1977).
-- Faned: Ed Beauregard. #54 (Dec 1977).
-- Faned: Lona Elrod. #55 (Jan 1978) to #56 (Feb 1978).
-- Faned: Helene Flanders. #57 (Mar 1978) to #71 (May 1979).
-- Faned: Becky Bennett. #72 (Jun 1979) to #83 (May 1980).
-- Faned: Fran Skene. #84 (Jun 1980) to #89 (Nov 1980).
-- Faned: Vaughn Fraser. #90 (Dec 1980) to #95 (May 1981).
-- Faned: Constantine Hiebner. #96 ( Jun 1981) to #99 (Sept 1981).
-- Faned: Gerald Boyko. #100 (May 1982).
-- Faned: Constantine Hiebner. #101 (Oct 1981) to #107 (Apr 1982).
-- Faned: Neil Williams. #108 (May 1982) to #120 (May 1983).
-- Faned: Barbara Przeklasa. #121 (Jun 1983) to #148 (Sept 1985).
-- Faneds: Jim Welch & Margaret Galbraith-Hamilton. #149 (Oct 1985) to #150 (Nov 1985).
-- Faned: Fran Skene. #151 (Dec 1985).
-- Faneds: Jim Welch & Margaret Galbraith-Hamilton. #152 (Jan 1986) to #153 (Feb 1986).
-- Faned: Steve Forty. #154 (Mar 1986) to #156 (May 1986).
-- Faned: Ed Kedzierski. #157 (June 1986) to #160 (Sept 1986).
-- Faned: Steve Forty. #161 (Oct 1986) to #192 (May 1989).
-- Faned: R. Graeme Cameron. #193 (June 1989) to #199 (Dec 1989).
-- Faned: Gerald Boyko. #200 (Jan 1990).
-- Faned: R. Graeme Cameron. # 201 (Feb 1990) to #269 (Oct 1995).
-- Faned: John C. Wong. #270 (Nov 1995) to #330 (Nov 2000).
-- Faned: Garth Spencer. #331 (Dec 2000) to #429 (Feb 2009)
-- Faned: Felicity. #430 (Mar 2009), #431, and counting.
BCSFA FANEDS RANKED BY NUMBER OF ISSUES
-- Faned: Garth Spencer - 99
-- Faned: R. Graeme Cameron - 76
-- Faned: John C. Wong - 61
-- Faned: Steve Forty - 35
-- Faned: Barbara Przeklasa - 28
-- Faned: Mike Bailey - 24
-- Faned: Fran Skene - 21
-- Faned: Helene Flanders - 15
-- Faned: Allyn Cadogan - 14
-- Faned: Neil Williams - 13
-- Faned: Becky Bennett - 12
-- Faned: Constantine Hiebner - 11
-- Faned: Vaughn Fraser - 6
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-- Faned: Ed Kedzierski – 4
-- Faneds: Jim Welch & Margaret Galbraith-Hamilton - 4
-- Faned: Gerald Boyko - 2
-- Faned: Lona Elrod - 2
-- Faned: Felicity -2 ( and counting )
-- Faned: Ed Beauregard - 1
-- Faned: Alan R. Betz - 1
UNDER THE TITLE: BCSFA NEWSLETTER:
1973 - VOLUME ONE: Edited by Mike Bailey - (#1 - Aug) - consisted of a single sheet, & the
postage (8¢ per) paid out of the club bank account Mike had retained control of while the BCSFA was
dormant. Titled 'VANCOUVER REVIVAL MEETINGS'.
Wrote Mike Bailey: "While struggling to get BCSFA rejuvenated, I became tired of telephoning
people to advise them of upcoming meetings.. one day at work I spontaneously punched out a stencil
with the relevant data and ran it off using government (my employer) stationery on a government
gestetner. Thus the newsletter was born."
In the newsletter Mike mentions the upcoming Torcon, recent books by M.G. Coney & R. Zelazny,
& comments on the first 2 meetings: "David George & Pat Burrows hosted the meetings, the object of
which was to organize an off-campus group.... an atmosphere that was a little tight... most.. didn't
know what to do."
- (#2 - Sep) - 2 sheets. Mike reported that Harlan Ellison had severed his relationship with the
Canadian TV series 'Starlost', that 'very important Australian fan Bruce Gilliespie (SF
COMMENTARY) would visit Vancouver soon, & reviews a cookbook 'Cooking Out Of This World'
by Anne MacCaffrey.
- (#3 - Oct) - Mike announced plans for (VCON 3), that BCSFA was considering bidding for
Westercon 30, and devotes a paragraph to the passing of J.R.R. Tolkien on Sep 2nd. "When this was
announced at Torcon, there was concern as rumours swept the con that Tolkien's will specified that
any unfinished works were to be destroyed..."
- (#4 - Nov) - Mostly taken up with pleas for volunteers for VCON 3 & ideas for club activities.
- (#5 -Nov) - Mike announces Frank Herbert as GoH for VCON 3, & talks about how comet Kohoutek
will be bigger than Halley's... (I remember Kohoutek -- a tiny splinter of fuzzy light barely visible to
the naked eye.)
- (#6 - Dec) - Mike reports Ursula Le Guin (GoH at VCON 1 in 1971) had written from Portland: "I do
hope you are awarding the Elrons this year. I have several nominations..." Another item of interest is
that the Los Angeles SF Society had just purchased their own clubhouse for a mere $32,000.
1974 - VOLUME TWO: Edited by Mike Bailey - (#7 - Jan) - Mike quotes from letters by P.K.Dick,
Bjo Trimble & Bubbles Broxon, then reveals the identities of the characters in Larry Niven's book 'The
Flying Sorcerers'. Eg: Elcin, the great & tiny god of lightning & loud noises = Harlan Ellison.
- (#8 - Feb) - No less than 300 copies printed, most sent off gratis to encourage new membership. Fran
Skene, who works in the main branch of the Vancouver Library, mentions: "more SF books are ripped
off than in any other genre." Jim Maloan writes: "I consider Harlan Ellison the most overrated fantasy
writer in existence." Mike reviews Farmer's 'Image Of The Beast'. Le Guin writes: "I still think John
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Norman of Gor should get at least a bronze lentil (at the Elrons), for relentless effort in the cause of
semiliterate fetishism." This suggestion was enthusiastically taken up, with said 'lentil' being presented
at VCON 3.
- (#9 - Mar) - Beginning of the BCSFA War of '74. [ See for details ] Charlie Brown of LOCUS writes:
"I'm one of those opposed to the Elron Awards mainly because they seem to breed nothing but bad
feeling..." Philip Jose Farmer writes in reaction to last issue's review of his book: "Amazing & fantastic
though it is, I had never read a pornographic book before I wrote IMAGE..." Harlan Ellison responds
to Maloan with a letter that is a masterpiece of sarcasm: "What a relief to get, at long last, an
authoritative & well-reasoned assessment of my talent... these few words of thanks are sent with utmost
gratitude...I'm returning to truck driving as soon as I can sell my typewriter..."
- (#10 - Apr) - Sub-titled 'Transition'. Mike threatens to continue the zine on his own apart from
BCSFA. He mentions his intent to purchase Dr. Frederic Wertham's book 'The World of Fanzines'.
Wertham's other book, 'The Seduction of The Innocent', in which he charged Wonder Woman was a
lesbian, & Batman a homosexual role model, resulted in the introduction of the comics code. Oddly
enough, he liked fanzines.
- (#11 - May) - Sub-titled 'Getting There'. The meat of the issue is 'The Special Mean Supplement'.
First Jim Maloan critiques Harlan Ellison's 'I Have No Mouth & I Must Scream' story, then Mike
quotes from 3 pages of fannish fury by Ellison: "I'm not altogether happy with Canadians at this
moment... 'Starlost'... so badly written & produced... by Canadians... that it never went beyond the first
16 episodes & won a well-deserved Elron award... You can't seem to work up enough energy to
produce writers of SF, but you sure as hell have a loudmouthed crop of noisome fans... so in the spirit
of crippling Canadian-American relations, why don't you save your postage by refraining from
sending me your newsletter... ah well, fandom do go on forever. Crawling effortlessly & endlessly up
its own alimentary tract..." Vintage Harlan, that.
- (#12 - Jun)
- (#13 - Jul: actually the new M.B. perzine)
- (#14 - Jul)
- (#15 - Aug)
- (#16 - Sep)
- (#17 - Oct)
- (#18 - Nov)
- (#19 - Dec)
1975 - VOLUME THREE: Edited by Mike Bailey - (#20 - Jan) (#21 - Feb) (#22 - Mar) (#23 - Apr)
(#24 - May) Then Fran Skene as editor: (#25 - Jun) (#26 - Jul) (#27 - Aug) (#28 - Sep) (#29 - Oct) <<
No zine in Nov because of mail strike >>
- (#30 - Dec) - An Ichthyornis publication. Tim Hammell contributes a magnificent cover portrait of a
helmeted warrior with eyes like a lunar landscape. Fran reviews NITWIT #1 from the Ontario SF Club
in Toronto, & mentions that OSFIC is the second largest SF club in Canada (BCSFA being the largest
at that time). Ed Beauregard comments on his trip to the Nov 8th Puget Sound Star Trek Con held in
Seattle.. the idea was to sell memberships to the upcoming VCON, but in this they were unsuccessful.
"Who's Larry Niven?" asked one of the ST con's organizers when told about VCON's GoH."
1976 - VOLUME FOUR: Edited by Fran Skene - (#31 - Jan) - Contains Part 4 of 'SF on TV' by Al
Betz in which he lists Twilight Zone episodes, the text of a short story written by club members at the
Oct meeting, limericks by local media personality Chuck Davis, & Barb Dryer writes about the Puget
Sound ST Con: "Kitty Cantebury, chairman.. spoke of a letter she'd written to James Blish about the
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questionable quality of his Star Trek books... He wrote back and replied that he had had difficulties
writing the stories as many of the scripts he'd received were not finished drafts. Kitty...proceeded to
dedicate the con to Blish."
- (#32 - Feb) - Highlight is the story 'Stoned', written at the Jan meeting with "ringleaders being lona
Elrod, William Gibson, & Daniel Say..." Perhaps because of Gibson, the story is (or begins, at any rate)
on an astonishingly high level of craftsmanship:
"The clearing was circular, walled with dense green and roofed with clear, translucent blue.
Beyond the tangled lianas and rotting boles of fallen date palms, the sea heaved rhythmically. Then,
just beneath the swelling surface, the baroque iron prow of an exotic antique vessel was seen. Slicing
with Victorian dignity through the limpid waters of the coastal shelf, it swung toward the beach..."
But soon a process of transformation begins, perhaps reaching a negative apogee with this
paragraph:
"Then he thrust her backwards on to the voluptuous expansive softness of the Venerian couch;
feverishly his fingers penetrated the diaphanous folds tantalizingly cleaving to the frugiverous curves
of her upper breasts, contentedly munching mangoes. Timidly, with a hesitant, gentle smile, he offered
her left breast an apricot." .... Sigh. Nobody writes like that any more..
The rest of the issue concentrates on editorial musings & news items, such as word that Susan
Wood (Hugo Winning fan) is "fantasizing about starting a Woman's APA to be called 'Bread &
Roses'..." Susan did not carry out this plan, but several BCSFAns, including Jo-Anne McBride & Fran
Skene, were inspired by her to start one. It was called, if memory serves, "A Women's APA'.
- (#33 - Mar) - Cover art by Tim Hammel depicting a cylindrical spacecraft suspended in a space
station dock.
The zine follows Fran's now established format: illustration on the cover, first page devoted to
meeting announcements, a page or 2 of 'Editorial Ramblings', & then the rest of the material,
concluding with minutes of meetings. he back of the last page is always blank, as it forms the outside
cover for stamp & mailing label after the zine is folded & stapled to be mailed without envelope.
In her editorial Fran mentions William Gibson (then a BCSFA member) had toyed with the idea of
running for editor but wasn't sure he "could get things done on schedule". (More than 20 years later he
was awarded an Elron for having given up a potential faned career to become a mere professional
writer instead.) Fran also pleads for a new name for the newsletter.
UNDER THE TITLE: BCSFAZINE:
1976 - VOLUME FOUR: Edited by Fran Skene - (#34 - Apr) - Title changed to BCSFAzine at the
suggestion of then member William Gibson: "I suggest we call it BCSFAzine, in the old fannish
tradition of forcing people to roll phonetically-unlikely acronyms around in their mouths like so many
marbles."
Cover depicts an elfin female sitting beside a giant cat,& was drawn by Fran's daughter, Sylvia.....
The issue is rather short, only 4 sheets, as a VCON 5 flyer & upcoming club elections ballot were
included & it was necessary to reduce the # of pages to avoid going over the 1 oz. postage limit. Price
of postage? 8¢!.... It was noted that "the club & VCON 5 have made a joint purchase of 25,000 sheets
of Gestetner paper."
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- (#35 - May) - Cover art features the droids from 'Silent Running' as drawn by Fran's son Jim Skene.
An interior drawing by William Gibson depicts a somewhat jaded rat smoking a cigarette & thinking,
"Jeez, what a planet of slobs."
Outgoing President Ed Beauregard writes: "The first problem is apathy -- meeting attendances
have been lower... I find this particularly disturbing, since the meetings are the core of the club's
activities..." (This is no longer the case, though at times the club has enjoyed bursts of frenetic activity,
today the situation is even worse than what Ed describes, as there are virtually no meetings at all due to
lack of interest. The core activities of the club today consists of BCSFAzine & VCON.)
- (#36 - Jun) - Simple but striking cover art by Tim Hammell depicting a human fetus floating in an
artificial womb.
About a third of the zine is taken up with the aftermath of VCON 5: "I come to the first post-VCON
meeting & see Rick Mikkelson, Susan Wood, & John Berry in the living room so sit down & chat. In
the adjoining room Ed Beauregard, Norma Beauregard, David George, Al Betz, & others are going
over the books... VCON did not lose money after all! Shock! (Final figure: $10,350.57 with $730.13
profit.) ...it was the bar profits that put VCON in the black.."
Fran notes that Susan Wood, in preparation for the 1976 Midamerican Worldcon, "is organizing a
panel on women in SF entitled 'Their Great & Proper Place' (from a 1932 pulp story called 'Priestess
of the Flame', by Sewell Peaslee Wright) and is thinking in terms of starting in a program room, then
adjourning to a smaller room so that those wishing to carry on the discussion can do so after the
allotted time is up." The panel was very successful. 20 years later, Jean Gomoll (Wiscon 20 concom)
commented: "Susan's panel at the 1976 Worldcon was so instrumental in bringing feminism to fandom,
and (indirectly) causing Wiscon itself to come into being." To which David Emerson added: "My
thought is that the feminist fannish energy that Susan embodied has passed into the people she touched
and the institutions she instigated & inspired..."
On a more whimsical note, it was at the 1976 Worldcon where Susan stood "nude on a hotel-pool
diving board late at night proclaiming 'I'm a respectable college professor attending a serious
academic conference...'"
- (#37 - Jul) - Club founder Mike Bailey gives his theory of membership evolution: "I have noticed
that new members tend to develop... first a general interest in SF, then an interest in fandom, then
social interests, then a goodbye... a healthy, viable club is one which involves its new members..."
- Then Allyn Cadogan as editor: (#38 - Aug) (#39 - Sep) (#40 - Oct) (#41 - Nov) (#42 - Dec)
1977 - VOLUME FIVE: Edited by Allyn Cadogan - (#43 - Jan) (#44 - Feb) (#45 - Mar) (Update - Apr)
(#46/47 - May) (#48 - June) (#49 - Jul) (#50 - Aug) (#51 - Sep) Then Fran Skene as editor for: (#52 Oct) Then Al Betz as editor for: (#53 - Nov) Then Ed Beauregard as editor for: (#54 - Dec)
1978 - VOLUME SIX: Edited by Lona Elrod - (#55 - Jan) (#56 - Feb) Then Helene Flanders as
Editor: (#57 - Mar) (#58 - Apr) (#59 - May)
- (#60 - Jun) - "A consistently good, though never brilliant, monthly clubzine of 10 or so pages. The
recent change of editors has left the zine seeming a little flatter than it was, but no amount of thinking
about it helps me decide why. The fans who first dominated the BCSFA organ have gone now and been
twice replaced. I can't seem to adapt, and maybe that's what's 'flat' -- me." - (TW)
- (#61 - July) (#62 - Aug) (#63 - Sep) (#64 - Oct) (#65 - Nov) (#66 - Dec)
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1979 - VOLUME SEVEN: Edited by Helene Flanders - (#67 - Jan) (#68 - Feb) (#69 - Mar) (#70 Apr) (#71 - May) Then Becky Bennet as editor: (#72 - Jun) (#73 - Jul) (#74 - Aug) (#75 - Sep) (#76 Oct) (#77 - Nov) (#78 - Dec)
1980 - VOLUME EIGHT: Edited by Becky Bennet - (#79 - Jan) (#80 - Feb) (#81 - Mar) (#82 - Apr)
(#83 - May) Then Fran Skene as editor: (#84 - Jun) (#85 - Jul) (#86 - Aug) (#87 - Sep) (#88 - Oct)
(#89 - Nov) Then Vaughn Fraser as editor: (#90 - Dec)
1981 - VOLUME NINE: Edited by Vaughn Fraser - (#91 - Jan) (#92 - Feb)
- (#93 - Mar) - "Two-colour cover, a wonderful TIME Magazine parody. Clean layout & articulate
writing help makethis a very enjoyable newsletter." - (RR)
- (#94 - Apr) - "Ok, look, I know I said that this was the most lavishly produced newsletter in fandom,
but dammit, a nude centrefold is going too far! #94 really does have an almost-nude centerfold of club
treasurer, Jim Welch!... In addition to the usual club contents (con-reports, book reviews,
announcements, etc) #94 has a two page set of proposals/rules for establishing a club archives which
may be of interest to other clubs." -- (RR)
- (#95 - May) Then Constantine Hiebner as editor: (#96 - Jun) (#97 - Jul) (#98 - Aug) (#99 - Sep)
(#101 - Oct) (#102 - Nov) (#103 - Dec)
1982 - VOLUME TEN: Edited by Constantine Hiebner - (#104 - Jan) (#105 - Feb) (#106 - Mar)
(#107 - Apr) Then Gerald Boyko as special edition editor: (#100 - May) Then Neil Williams as editor:
(#108 - May) (#109 - Jun) (#110 - Jul) (#111 - Aug) (#112 - Sep) (#113 - Oct) (#114 - Nov) (#115 Dec)
1983 - VOLUME ELEVEN: Edited by Neil Williams - (#116 - Jan)
- (#117 - Feb) - "BCSFA has about 85 members in & out of town, puts on 2 cons, and publishes this
newsletter. It's regularly published, it's orderly, but there hasn't been much in it recently but rather
mundane club news. This despite the fact that there is more than one past & current faned in BCSFA....
has an article by Jim Welch in which he effectively argues against a notion of setting up a BCSFA SFstudies scholarship." - (GS)
- (#118 - Mar) (#119 - Apr)
- (#120 - May) - "Nowadays BCSFAzine is being produced regularly, legibly and with adequate layout,
but I really don't care for the hostile sarcasm and scatological criticism that Neil Williams feels
obliged to hand out. At least there's more material in this & the last several issues. There are even
funny graphics now. Fairly funny." - (GS)
Summing up Neil Williams career as BCSFAzine editor, Robert Runte wrote: "...Williams tried to
enliven the usually routine BCSFA newsletter by adopting the editorial character of a Droog -- the
futuristic gang members from A CLOCKWORK ORANGE. I found this highly amusing & entertaining.
BCSFA generally found it a royal pain. Neil always included the usual club stuff, such as minutes of
meetings, coming events, & any editorial contributions received from members, but would pad out the
rest of the issue with new wave, punk, droog, or similar material written himself or by his droog
friends. Well, what did they expect from the former editor of SWILL? By the end of his term as editor,
Neil was so disappointed with the combined apathy & criticism with which his BCSFAzines had been
greeted that he semi-gafiated. Neil was nominated for an Elron for Worst Fanzine Editor at VCON
11."
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- Then Barbara Przeklasa as editor: (#121 - Jun) (#122 - Jul) (#123 - Aug) (#124 - Sep) (#125 - Oct)
(#126 - Nov) (#127 - Dec)
1984 - VOLUME TWELVE: Edited by Barbara Przeklasa - (#128 - Jan)
- (#129 - Feb) - "Jim Welch talks about BCSFA as seriously ill, but still doing a lot... he suggests the
club disburse each year the funds it makes, and improve BCSFAzine as a step toward reviving
BCSFA." (GS)
- (#130 - Mar)
- (#131 - Apr) - "This is the dancing unicorn issue, with radio, TV & Con news... Bruce Kalnins
objects because he wasn't mentioned in #130, Jim Welch objects because some people seem to think his
zine (SFA DIGEST) isn't as good as BCSFAzine, Ken Wong talks up Dr. Who shows & fandom, &
JoAnne McBride talks about Victoria fanac." (GS)
- (#132 - May) (#133 - Jun)
- (#134 - Jul) - "A well-organized half-size club newsletter, with announcements, internal & external
news, COAs, reviews & letters. This issue: Ether Patrol programs, the 'Ether Madness' contest, and
the continuing finances debate." - (GS)
- (#135 - Aug) - "This issue: more Ether Patrol news, strange science notes, book & film reviews, and
Paul Simms giving Luke Skywalker a driver certification course." - (GS)
- (#136 - Sep) (#137 - Oct) (#138 - Nov) (#139 - Dec)
1985 - VOLUME THIRTEEN: Edited by Barbara Przeklasa - (#140 - Jan) - Summing up Barbara's
career as BCSFAzine editor to date, Robert Runte wrote:
"1983-85 editor Barbara Przeklasa is a professional typesetter so her issues are always the best
produced clubzines in Canada. Clean layout, the use of colour, and photographs that you can actually
make out give this half-size zine its distinctive look."
"The contents, however, are slightly schizoid. On the one hand, Barbara sees the clubzine as 'a
forum for club members in which to express themselves via reviews, articles, artwork, and yes, fiction.'
She tries to 'inject a tab of seriousness' into the club and so has articles on Dr. Who and film reviews,
historical columns and so on. On the other hand, the letter column is even more acidic than it was
under Neil, with BCSFA members bashing each other over the head in various incomprehensible fan
feuds. Barbara is herself not above telling things as they are, and in one issue she replied to a letter
with a photo of herself holding an axe. So BCSFAzine is alternately boring club announcements &
routine reviews & exciting fan feud violence... sort of like switching channels between Mr. Rogers,
Dallas, & Road Warrior."
- (#141 - Feb) (#142 - Mar) (#143 - Apr) (#144 - May) (#145 - Jun) (#146 - Jul) (#147 - Aug)
- (#148 - Sep) - "the last issue edited by Barbara Przeklasa before her sudden enforced retirement
from the position. It is, as usual, interesting, well-laid out, and very readable. BTAMP has done very
good work with BCSFAzine, and her absence will be hard to take." - (BK)
Then Jim Welch & Margaret Galbraith-Hamilton as editors: (#149 - Oct) - "...detail just how big a
stamp an editor can put on a zine, being as they (#148&149) are, in transition between editors...#149
is definitely a transitional zine... There is no editor listed, and the issue shows just how good BTAMP
was at her job. #149 is not a bad zine, just one that is lacking the strong editorial hand -- the layout is
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less clean, departments & info that one has come to expect... are missing, and is a generally good
though undistinguished production." - (BK)
- (#150 - Nov) Then Fran Skene as editor: (#151 - Dec)
1986 - VOLUME THIRTEEN: Edited by Jim Welch & Margaret Galbraith-Hamilton - (#152 - Jan)
(#153 - Feb) Then Steve Forty as editor: (#154 - Mar) (#155 - Apr) (#156 - May) Then Ed Kedzierski
as editor: (#157 - Jun) (#158 - Jul) (#159 - Aug) (#160 - Sep) Then Steve Forty as editor: (#161 - Oct)
(#162 - Nov) (#163 - Dec)
1987 - VOLUME FOURTEEN: Edited by Steve Forty - (#164 - Jan) (#165 - Feb) (#166 - Mar) (#167
- Apr) (#168 - May) (#169 - Jun) (#170 - Jul) (#171 - Aug) (#172 - Sep) (#173 - Oct) (#174 - Nov)
(#175 - Dec)
1988 - VOLUME FIFTEEN: Edited by Steve Forty - (#176 - Jan) (#177 - Feb) (#178 - Mar) (#179 Apr) (#180 - May) (#181 - Jun) (#181 - Jul) (#182 - Aug) (#183 - Sep) (#184 - Oct) (#185 - Nov)
(#186 - Dec)
1989 - VOLUME SIXTEEN: Edited by Steve Forty - (#188 - Jan) (#189 - Feb) (#190 - Mar) (#191 Apr)
- (#192 - May) = Last issue edited by Steve Forty - In his column Mr. Science writes: "This is the
100th issue of BCSFAzine that Steve Forty has printed, including 35 as editor... This has required the
use of 1,156 stencils, 75,525 sheets of paper & more than 100 tubes of ink, and does not include the
5,000 flyers, 750 program books, 700 Mr. Science booklets, 4 club directories & many other items...
Since his 2nd issue he has had an uncontrollable need to print, & even now intends to continue
printing for BCSFAzine's new editor The Graeme..."
First issue edited by R. Graeme Cameron = (#193 - Jun) (#194 - Jul) (#195 - Aug) (#196 - Sep)
(#197 - Oct) (#198 - Nov) (#199 - Dec)
1990 - VOLUME SEVENTEEN: Special edition edited by Gerald Boyko & R. Graeme Cameron =
(#200 Jan) Then R. Graeme Cameron as editor: (#201 - Feb) (#202 - Mar) (#203 - Apr) (#204 May) (#205 - Jun) (#206 - Jul) (#207 - Aug) (#208 - Sep) (#209 - Oct) (#210 - Nov) (#211 - Dec)
1991 - VOLUME EIGHTEEN: Edited by R. Graeme Cameron - (#212 - Jan) (#213 - Feb) (#214 Mar) (#215 - Apr) (#216 - May) (#217 - Jun) (#218 - Jul) (#219 - Aug) (#220 - Sep) (#221 - Oct)
(#222 - Nov) (#223 - Dec)
1992 - VOLUME NINETEEN: Edited by R. Graeme Cameron - (#224 - Jan) (#225 - Feb) (#226 Mar) (#227 - Apr) (#228 - May) (#229 - Jun) (#230 - Jul) (#231 - Aug) (#232 - Sep) (#233 - Oct)
(#234 - Nov) (#235 - Dec)
1993 - VOLUME TWENTY: Edited by R. Graeme Cameron - (#236 - Jan) (#237 - Feb) (#238 - Mar)
(#239 - Apr) (#240 - May) (#241 - Jun) (#242 - Jul) (#243 - Aug) (#244 - Sep) (#245 - Oct) (#246 Nov) (#247 - Dec)
1994 - VOLUME TWENTY-ONE: Edited by R. Graeme Cameron - (#248 - Jan) (#249 - Feb) (#250
- Mar) (#251 - Apr) (#252 - May) (#253 - Jun) (#254 - Jul) (#255 - Aug) (#256 - Sep) (#257 - Oct)
(#258 - Nov) (#259 - Dec)
1995 - VOLUME TWENTY-TWO: Edited by R. Graeme Cameron - (#260 - Jan) (#261 - Feb) (#262
- Mar) (#263 - Apr) (#264 - May) (#265 - Jun) (#266 - Jul) (#267 - Aug) (#268 - Sep) (#269 - Oct) =
Final issue edited by R. Graeme Cameron.
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RE: BCSFAZINES EDITED BY:
-- Faned: R. Graeme Cameron. # 193 (Jun 1989) to #269 (Oct 1995).
Over the span of my editorship I was able to retain S. 40's stable of columnists as well as add many
more, resulting in a remarkable collection of frequent contributors: ( Stan G. Hyde - The Light-Hearted
Vituperator and Jolly Reviler.) ( Lisa Gemino - Perspectives.) ( Andrew J. Lucas - Basement Murmurs.)
( Don H. DeBrandt - It's All in My Head.) ( Doug Girling - Archaeo-SF-ology.) ( Sidney Trim - Space
Report.) ( Dan Davidson - Bookends & Uffish Thoughts.) ( John Mullock - Nibbles.) ( Debbie
Miyashita - Debbie Does Birthdays.) ( Robert J. Sawyer - Random Musings.) ( Garth Spencer ZineScene.) ( Mr. Science - Mr. Science.) ( Steve Forty - Authors Update.) ( Dan Dubrick - Upcoming
Conventions.) ( Donna McMahon & Clint Budd - Hot Gossip Stop.) ( Kathleen Moore-Freeman Naissance Nuisance.) ( Leather Goddesses - Leather Goddesses of Phobos Advice.) ( Boris Sidyuk &
Alexander Vasilkovsky - Zoryany Shlyah Speaks!) ( Dr. Media - The Media Files.) ( Rick Smith - On
Gaming.) ( Ron Currie - In Your Face.) ( S. Grant Hescox assorted interviews: William Gibson, Don H.
Debrandt, etc.)
Occasional and/or one-shot contributors included: Gregory Bennett, Francis Higginson, Ed
Hutchings, Lisa Cohen, Dale Speirs, Jo-Anne Mcbride, BosH (Bob Shaw), Terry Fowler, Gerald
Boyko, Con Hiebner, Vicki Oates, Paula Johanson, Karl Johanson, Spider Robinson, Doug Finnerty,
Bruce Maverick, David Jones, Eugene James, Pam Cleary, Marcos Lindroos, Linda Ross-Mansfield,
Michael Kasnidi, Alma J. Manson, Darryl Huber, Stephanie Kountouros, Alyx J. Shaw, Dr. Eric
Paterson, Rose Wilson, Angela Jones, Fran Skene, Dianna Palms, John Lorentz, Craig McLachlan,
Paul Deans, Al Betz, Geoff Barton, Gordon McLeod, Dixie Muellor, Robert Charles Wilson, S.I.
Grabovsky, Joseph T. Major, Lynne Taylor Fahnestalk, Evelyn (Beheshti) Hildebrandt, Steve Barclay,
Jackie (Wilson) Barclay, Lisa Smedman, Andrew C. Murdoch, Aristotle Jones, Alan R. Barclay, Paul
Carpentier & Forrest J. Ackerman.
Contributing artists included: Mike Horner, Gary Hudson, Ezekiel Norton, Alexander Marchenko,
Laurel Slate, Duncan Shields, Michael McKas, BTAMP, Alexis Gilliand, Tim Hammel, Franz H.
Miklas, BosH (Bob Shaw), Peregrin (Sara Brearly), Mike Jackson, Jacqualyn Nillsson, Warren
Oddsson, Jason Queck, Amy Morgan, Yolanda Goodwin, Daniel Silk, Gerald Boyko, Taral Wayne,
Julie Vaux, Robert Bingham, Tom Millorn, Vixen, Elizabeth Dietrich, Lynne Taylor Fahnestalk, Linda
Michaels, Michael Dean, Spider Robinson, the American Bank Note Comany & the Canadian Mint.
Indefatigable Loccers included: Dale Speirs, Lloyd Penney, Brian Earl Brown, Boris Sidyuk,
Alexander Vasilkovsky, Joseph T. Major, Harry Andruschak, and above all, the legendary and
ubiquitous Harry Warner Jr.
I contributed: 77 editorials, 77 Upcoming Events columns, 39 Upcoming Conventions, 27 film
reviews ( of classic films like 'Nude On The Moon', 'Mars Needs Women' & 'The Slime People'), 15
zinescenes, & 79 other articles like: Bizarre Technology (on subjects like ancient Roman mining
techniques, the Confederate submarine fleet,) Weirds Did It! (the early history of BCSFA), book
reviews, Con reviews, Elron reports, and diverse essays. I am particularly proud of my three photo
collage covers: #253 (Jun 1994) depicting Mr. Science at work in his laboratory with assorted nude
female assistants, #254 (July 1994) showing Apollo astronauts discovering numerous alien spacecraft
on the Moon, and #258 (Nov 1994) a view of an ethership approaching the planet Mercury.
Sources of egoboo include: being nominated 5 times for the Aurora awards under 'Fan
Achievement Fanzine', having Mike Glyer of FILE 770 declare circa February 1994 that "BCSFAzine
is the best clubzine in the world", and being presented by the club in 1995 with a plaque reading: "To
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R. Graeme Cameron, God-Editor of BCSFAzine, in recognition of his creative leadership in producing
one of Canada's best 'zines." (Did I mention how humble I am?)
First issue edited by John C. H. Wong = (#270 - Nov) - In John's own words: "It is hard to believe
that I started...(with) a 24 page folded legal sheet booklet and ended up with a 10 page letter sized
corner stapled magazine..." - (#271 - Dec)
1996 - VOLUME TWENTY-THREE: Edited by John C. H. Wong - (#272 - Jan) - "I made a change
in format, going to letter sized 14 pages.... Already the influence of the internet shows itself as I started
to include web addresses to fan related web pages..." - (JW)
- (#273 - Feb) - "The next innovation I introduced...card inset promoting VCON 21. There were many
different cards...including some rare gold or silver foiled cards....complete sets are near impossible to
put together!..." - (JW)
- (#274 - Mar) (#275 - Apr) (#276 - May)
- (#277 - Jun) - " There is a gold foiled variant in the archives. It was one of the more difficult covers
to do, but I thought the gold foil lettering on a black background looked fabulous..." - (JW)
(#278 - Jul) (#279 - Aug) (#280 - Sep) (#281 - Oct) (#282 - Nov) (#283 - Dec)
1997 - VOLUME TWENTY-FOUR: Edited by John C. H. Wong - (#284 - Jan) (#285 - Feb) (#286 Mar) (#287 - Apr)
- (#288 - May) - "The first cover art I had commissioned was by Andrew Brechin and.... featured the
lizard in the Janet Jackson hands over the naughty topless bits pose. This issue was reproduced on an
offset press specifically for distribution at VCON 22....." - (JW)
- (#289 - Jun) (#290 - Jul) (#291 - Aug) (#292 - Sep) (#293 - Oct) (#294 - Nov) << No zine in Dec due
to mail strike >>
1998 - VOLUME TWENTY-FIVE: Edited by John C. H. Wong - (#295/296 - Dec 1997/Jan 1998) "Due to a postal strike #295 was combined with #296. There is an issue 295 in existence, but I believe
that I am the only one who has a copy.... This was also the start of a 4 issue run where I attempt to
describe what I look like to everyone through the words of my friends. Little did I realize that by the
end of the run, I turned out to be some mathematician killing secret agent monster fish editor... if you
go by their descriptions." - (JW)
(#297 - Feb) (#298 - Mar) (#299 - Apr)
- (#300 - May) - "#300e - The beginning of a new ezine. Starting with this issue, I generated an
Acrobat version... In fact, I went back and generated new acrobat files for issues 294 on up. My dream
of producing an electronic magazine had come to fruition.... to produce an electronically delivered
magazine that would look the same as the printed version. In fact, the electronic version would surpass
the paper zine with the very next issue..." - (JW)
- (#301 - Jun) - "Colour! Also, this is the issue I started to use images from a clip art collection for the
cover...Along with a proper postscript printer which finally allowed me to produce true halftone proofs,
the zine started to step away from the black & white of previous issues and move into greyscale on the
printed version which was necessary to handle the colour in the Acrobat version." - (JW)
- (#302 - Jul) (#303 - Aug) (#304 - Sep)
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- (#305 - Oct) - "This is when I started to list the web sites on a page only the acrobat version had. Any
pages from 11 on contained materials which were of interest only to people who had internet access....
the electronic version would free me from the ten page limit..." - (JW)
- (#306 - Nov) (#307 - Dec)
1999 - VOLUME TWENTY-SIX: Edited by John C. H. Wong - (#308 - Jan) (#309 - Feb) (#310 Mar) (#311 - Apr) (#312 - May)
- (#312 Special Edition - May) - "#312se - This VCON issue was printed as an extra issue for the year
and was provided free for all attendees of VCON 23." - (JW)
- (#313 - Jun) (#314 - Jul) (#315 - Aug) (#316 - Sep) (#317 - Oct) (#318 - Nov) (#319 - Dec)
2000 - VOLUME TWENTY-SEVEN: Edited by John C. H. Wong - (#320 - Jan) (#321 - Feb) (#322 Mar) (#323 - Apr) (#324 - May) (#325 - Jun) (#326 - Jul) (#327 - Aug) (#328 - Sep) (#329 - Oct)
- (#330 - Nov) = Final issue edited by John C. H. Wong - After his editorship was over, John Wong
wrote: "The zine is like my child in some ways. I have watched it grow and develop over the years but
now it has reached the limit of my ability...I guess I was afraid that if I let go, the zine would regress
back to the old ways... Over the past several issues, I have written articles which looked in detail at the
publication industry and discussed the various ways in which fanzine publishing has fallen behind....In
a way I was not only hoping to shake up fanzines, but all their editors as well...."
" I would like to thank all my friends.... without their advice... I'm sure I would have lost all
objectivity and have become some insufferably egotistical blowhard by now..." ....... (Who could John
possibly have in mind? -- signed: God-Ed.)
John Wong was a nominee for the "Fan Achievement - Fanzine" Aurora award in 2001.
First issue edited by Garth Spencer = (#331 – Dec)
2001 - VOLUME TWENTY-EIGHT: Edited by Garth Spencer - (#332 - Jan) (#333 - Feb) (#334 Mar) (#335 - Apr) (#336 - May) (#337 - Jun) (#338 - Jul) (#339 - Aug) (#340 - Sep) (#341 - Oct)
(#342 - Nov) (#343 - Dec)
2002 - VOLUME TWENTY-NINE: Edited by Garth Spencer - (#344 - Jan) (#345 - Feb) (#346 - Mar)
(#347 - Apr) (#348 - May) (#349 – Jun) (#350 – Jul) (#351 – Aug) (#352 – Sep) (#353 – Oct) (#354 –
Nov) (#355 – Dec)
2003 - VOLUME THIRTY: Edited by Garth Spencer - (#356 - Jan) (#357 - Feb) (#358 – Mar) (#359
– Apr) (#360 – May) (#361 – Jun) (#362 – Jul) (#363 – Aug) (#364 – Sep) (#365 – Oct) (#366 – Nov)
(#367 – Dec)
2004 - VOLUME THIRTY-ONE: Edited by Garth Spencer - (#368 – Jan) (#369 – Feb) (#370 – Mar)
(#371 – Apr) (#372 – May) (#373 – Jun) (#374 – Jul) (#375 – Aug) (#376 – Sep) (#377 – Oct) (#378 –
Nov) (#379 – dec)
2005 - VOLUME THIRTY-TWO: Edited by Garth Spencer - (#380 – Jan) (#381 – Feb) (#382 – Mar)
(#383 – Apr) (#384 – May) (#385 – Jun) (#386 – Jul) (#387 – Aug) (#388 – Sep) (#389 – Oct) (#390 –
Nov) (#391 – Dec)
2006 - VOLUME THIRTY-THREE: Edited by Garth Spencer – (#392 – Jan) (#393 – Feb) (#394 –
Mar) (#395 – Apr) (#396 – May) (#397 – Jun) (#398 – Jul) (#399 – Aug) (#400 – Sep) (#401 – Oct)
(#402 – Nov) (#403 – Dec)
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2007 - VOLUME THIRTY-FOUR: Edited by Garth Spencer - (#404 – Jan) (#405 – Feb) (#406 –
Mar) (#407 – Apr) (#408 – May) (#409 – Jun) (#410 – Jul) (#411 – Aug) 9#412 – Sep) (#413 – Oct)
(#414 – Nov) (#415 – Dec)
2008 - VOLUME THIRTY-FIVE: Edited by Garth Spencer - (#416 – Jan) (#417 – Feb) (#418 – Mar)
(#419 – Apr) (#420 – May) (#421 – Jun) (#422 – Jul) (#423 – Aug) (#424 – Sep) (#425 – Oct) (#426 –
Nov) (#427 – Dec)
2009 - VOLUME THIRTY-SIX: Edited by Garth Spencer - (#428 – Jan) (#429 –Feb) = Final issue
edited by Garth Spencer.
First issue edited by Felicity = (#430 – Mar) (#431 – Apr)
[ See BCSFA, BCSFA NEWSLETTER, BCSFA NORTH, BCSFA MEMBERS'
HANDBOOK, BCSFA PRESS, THE BCSFA WAR OF '74, & FICTONS FREE-FOR-ALL ]

BEARD-AND-BOMB BOYS
-- A dismissive put-down aimed at the New York fans of the late 1930s known as the MICHELISTS
who advocated that fandom convert to communism. The term is a reference to the cliché image of the
anarchist fanatics around the turn of the century who assassinated a number of European monarchs and
politicians. It is a particularly double-edged insult as true anarchists and true communists loathed and
despised each other with a vengeance.
[ See MICHELISM ]

BEARD MUTTERINGS
-- A type of non-poem 'invented' by Damon Knight some time prior to 1944 as a kind of gag item for
fanzines and humorous party/con recitals. To be mumbled as incoherently as possible and without
pause for breath into one's beard (a fake beard will do, or failing that, with one's chin rammed into
one's chest). The classic example by Knight as given by Speer & Eney is:
heredeepdowninthegrave
underthesodandloam
underthetreesandflowers
underthecloudsandsky
iswhereiam
geeiwonderifimdead"

BEAST THAT SHOUTED DULLSVILLE AT...
-- Faned: Georges Giguere. APAzine.
1979 - (#1 - Sep)

THE BEAST WITHIN
-- Faned: Rick Wilson. APAzine.
1982 - (#1 - Mar)
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BEASTLY APAZINE CONTRIBUTION
-- Faned: Jim Johnston. APAzine.
1978 - (#2 - Sep)

LE BEAVER
-- Faneds: Ralph Alfonso & Cliff Letovsky. Media/fanzine pubbed out of Montreal, Quebec, in the
late 1960s & early 1970s.
Taral wrote: "Ralph Alfonso and Cliff Letovsky published LE BEAVER, a media oriented but
fannish zine that they both took a hand in illustrating. Neither was especially talented but Ralph had
verve -- you would always look at it -- and a certain amount of wit which Cliff lacked. Ken Steacy was
a friend of theirs and did illos for LeB and other titles they published between them. He was your basic
comics fan artist -- uninteresting superheroes and passable cartoons, unprofessionally rendered."
Ralph Alfonso writes: "Stumbled upon your site during a web search & had a laugh at the listing
for my old zine... LE BEAVER was actually a pretty good zine that covered comics, SF, films, &
whatever else caught our fancy. It was beautifully printed by hand on our Gestetner mimeograph
machines. We gave a lot of exposure to European artists & all kinds of weird stuff.... Ken is an official
Lucas sanctioned Star Wars illustrator now and quite a respected comic artist with several books
out..."
1973 - (#21 - Apr) (#26 - Sep) (#27 - Oct)

BEAVER RIPPLE
-- Faned: Garth Danielson. Perzine.
1976 - (#1 - Apr)

BEAVERZINE
-- Faned: Peter Roberts. Perzine pubbed out of Guelph, Ontario.
1980 - (#1 - Sep)

BECAUSE THE NIGHT
-- Faned: Michael S. Hall. Perzine.
1978 - (#1 - ?)

BEDLAM AMALGAMATED
-- Faned: Derek McCulloch. APAzine.
1981 - (#7 - Nov)
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BEGONIA
-- Faned: Gina Clarke. APAzine.
1977 - (#1 - Sep)

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
-- Faned: Tam Gordy & Shelley Gordon Lewis. APAzine.
1981 - (#1 - Apr)

BEHIND THE RABBIT
-- Faned: Janet (Small) Wilson. A frequent one-sheet pubbed out of Toronto circa 1976. At least first
five issues as a perzine.Eventually transformed into an Apazine. (TW)
[ See also DISTAFF ]
1976 - (#1 - Mar) (#2 - Apr) (#3 - May) (#4 - Jul) (#5 - Sep)

BEHIND THE WALL
-- Faned: Rik Hunik. APAzine.
1980 - (#1 - Apr) (#2 - ?) (#3 - Dec)

BELA BARTOK AIR ADVENTURER
-- Faned: Grant Schuyler. APAzine for AZAPA, pubbed out of Toronto beginning in 1976. At least 3
issues. (More details to be added)
1976 - (#1 - Dec)
1977 - (#2 - Jan)

BELIEVE
-- Faned: Karen Pearlston. APAzine.
1979 - (#1 - May)

BELFAST TRIANGLE
-- A quick referential term for the three Irish fanzine fans living in Belfast who had achieved
worldwide renown and popularity in zinedom by the mid-1950s. They were: Walt Willis, Bob Shaw,
and James White. Willis & Shaw co-wrote THE ENCHANTED DUPLICATOR, the greatest fanlit
saga, and both Shaw and White went on to become professional SF writers.
[ See THE ENCHANTED DUPLICATOR, GHOODMINTON, OBLIQUE HOUSE, &
WILLIS, WALT ]
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BELINDA
-- Faned: Rick Wilson. APAzine.
1982 - (#1 - Jul)

BELLHOP #31
-- AKA 'Loverboy'. Legendary Bellhop at the hotel in Chicago where Chicon II, the 1952 Worldcon,
was held. He turned out to be a neofan, willing to do anything for his fellow fen. He even brought in
two call girls. "Of course they weren't pretty," cried Bob Tucker, "but my Ghod, for free!" (WW)

THE BELL JAR
-- Faned: Eric A.C. Miller. APAzine.
1977 - (#1 - Oct)

BELLING THE CAT
-- Faned: Neil E. Kaden. APAzine.
1982 - (#1 - Jun)

BEM
-- Everyone knows it stands for "Bug-Eyed Monster". Generally it refers to any alien creature,
monstrous in form, used in SF art. But few know that the term was actually coined by Martin Alger in
Aug, 1939, when he announced the formation of "The Society For Prevention Of Bug Eyed Monsters
On The Covers Of Science Fiction Publications". Alger's first use of the shortened term "BEM" dates
from a letter he wrote in January of 1941. According to Dick Eney it was the first strictly fannish slang
to be included in a mundane dictionary (some time prior to 1959) when Funk & Wagnalls defined it as
"various abhorrent monsters, such as are found in science-fiction." (DE) & (LDR) & (HWJ)

BEM OF BEMS
-- And as we all know, this is Melvin.
[ See MELVINISM ]

BENEATH THE MOUNTAINS OF THE MOON
-- Faned: Michael B. Dann. APAzine.
1981 - (#1 - May)

THE BERGERON WARS / TOPIC A / THE TAFF WARS
-- At some point in the mid-1980s US fan Avedon Carol won the TAFF (Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund). As
is customary in such funds she became the administrator of the fund for the following year. Well24

known US fan Richard Bergeron alleged that she tried to rig the subsequent election in favour of her
future husband, English fan Rob Hansen. All facts being open to interpretation, faneds everywhere
took one side or the other and the resulting debate was quite heated, threatening to become a divisive
schism in fandom, until time and cooling tempers prevailed. One of those periodic controversies which
gnaw at the foundation of fandom to no good purpose, often with the disastrous effect of turning off
and driving away would-be neofans. (AK)

BEWARE THE JUBE JUBE BIRD
-- Faned: Fran Skene. APAzine.
1980 - (#1 - Apr)

BEYOND THE FIELDS WE KNOW
-- Faned: Charles de Lint. Semi-pro fantasy fictionzine pubbed out of Ottawa, Ontario, circa 1978, by
Triskell Press.
1978 - (#1 - ?) - "Whereas DRAGONBANE displayed most ably its interest in brawny barbarians
whetting their swords against all & sundry, Triskell Press' new zine (again , in large format) BEYOND
THE FIELDS WE KNOW is a collection of fantasy less heroic in nature..."
"'A Tapestry Of Dreams' by Galad Elflandsson is a simple tale which combines very well some
aspects of Rumpelstiltskin & Cinderella. Heather Brown's illustrations (like the rest of her pieces
throughout the issue) are exquisitely textured: full of life & feeling. Charles Saunders' 'Amma' is
another one of those pieces he is becoming noted for, one of the best pieces in the issue, illustrated
very well by Gene Day. Michael Ambrose's look at the poetry of William Morris, though well
researched is too short & barely whets the appetite..."
"There is poetry galore, with the inclusion of various pieces by such persons as Joy Chant,
Marrion Zimmer Bradley (a delightful verse), & Jessica Amanda Salmonson... (You can tell a zine is
high class when it prints work by authors who've three names.)"
"The layout & design is uniform, clean & pleasing to the eye, and much like the layouts used by
other similar minded publications." (DH)

BHEER
-- For reasons unknown to me, by tradition nothing is considered truly fannish until it has an h inserted
in its name. And nothing is considered more fannish than Bheer. Most probably, the 'h' tradition
derives from the worship of Ghu, the first 'Ghod' of fandom, in which case the term 'bheer' may date
back as far as 6th August 1935 when Ghu-Ghuism was first established.

BIBLIOFANTASIAC
-- Faned: Cliff F. Kennedy. 23 page offset bimonthly fanfictionzine pubbed out of Toronto in the
mid-1980s. Layout haphazard, but worth reading. Kennedy's dog, Fido Dogstoevski, contributed a
regular column. (RR)
"Cliff had been on the fringes of SF fandom for many years, and had only a few connections. This
zine was never really a fanzine, but a little magazine. Cliff managed to bridge the gap between the two.
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Much of this zine was short stories, poems, personal recollections and art clippings. I responded to
each zine as I received it, and I'd like to think I got a letter column started. Cliff's birth name was
Wayne Alexander MacDonald." - Lloyd Penney.
1982 - (#1 -?)
198? - (#2 -?) (#3 - ?) (#4 - ?)
Under the title: THE BLOTTER.
1986 - (#5-June) - The mostly poetry issue.
- (#6 - Aug) - The Religion Issue.
- (#7 - ?)
- (#8 - Dec) - Success & failure in the 1980s.
198? - (#9 -?) (#10 - ?)
"Cliff moved to the title DRIFT, and after he completed a run ( of 100 issues ) of that zine, returned to
THE BIBLIOFANTASIAC as title." (LP)
199? - (#11 - Winter) - #11 - Winter 2000 according to cover, but could not have come out at that time
1999 - (#12 - ?) (#13 - Spring) (#14 - Summer) (#15 - Autumn 1999)
2000 - (#16 - Winter) (#17 - Spring) (#18 - Spring/Summer) (#19 - Autumn)
- (#20 - Nov) - All issues were the usual 8.5" tall by 5.5" wide, but issue 20 was 5.25" tall by 4.25"
wide.
“THE BLOTTER returned in 2001; issue 11 was the only modern issue before Cliff's death." (LP)

BID
-- Some conventions are one-shots thrown together by enthusiastic local fans (all fan-run cons begin
that way), but most annual conventions are the product of an organization, usually the local club. Some
cons are under the auspices of an organization separate from the local club (though often containing
members common to both). An example of the latter is WCSFA, the West Coast Science Fiction
Association, a legally registered society which oversees Vancouver's annual VCON. Be it a club or a
society specific to a convention, said organization decides who puts on the annual convention, usually
through a bid process. There may be competing bids, or a sole bid, but any and every bid is reviewed
to make sure it is realistic and feasible, especially from the financial viewpoint.
The WCSFA bid process may or may not be typical of bids in general. A meeting is held in which
the bid chairman presents information meeting the following requirements: a concom list of at least 5
competent and experienced fans including 3 specific roles: Chair, Treasurer, & Hotel Liaison, a
realistic budget, a Guest of Honour willing to attend, or a specific theme with suggested programming,
a letter of intent from a facility prepared to host the convention, and a start-up fund of at least $500. If
there is more than one bid, the WCSFA executive (and all WCSFA members attending the meeting)
vote on which bid to choose.
In the case of Worldcon, Westercon, and other large cons, bids for future cons several years ahead
are voted on at the con itself by attendees. This practice has led to some rather spectacular bid parties
in a last ditch attempt to influence voters.
[ See BID PARTY, CONCOM, CONVENTION, WCSFA ]
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BID PARTY
-- Since many large conventions such as Worldcon vote on future convention bids during a meeting
usually on the last day of the current convention, competing bids often throw competing bid parties
during the convention in an effort to woo undecided voters. This involves a hotel suite rented by the
bid committee, often decorated to suit the theme of the bid, and well stocked with free food (the more
exotic and memorable the better) and awash with free high quality (or at least unusual) alcoholic
beverages (though donations are gratefully accepted). This may seem pure bribery, but in fact a bid
party is viewed as an opportunity to judge how well a bid committee can handle organizational
challenges. If the party is poorly run, dull, unimaginative, and just plain unappealing, it's a good
indication the bid committee is not competent to run a successful convention. If, on the other hand, the
bid party is well stocked, genuinely entertaining, and full of original and imaginative touches, it's a
good indication these are the people who should win the bid.
[ See BID, CONCOM, CONVENTION ]

THE BIG BANG
-- Faneds: Brad & Doug Buhr. APAzine.
1982 - (#1 - Jul)

BIG BROTHER....IN YER EYE!
-- Faned: Tam Gordy. APAzine.
1984 - (#1 - Jan)

BIG POND FUND
-- The first fund to bring a British fan, in this case Ted Carnell, across the big pond (Atlantic Ocean) to
attend a Worldcon. Forrest J. Ackerman first promoted the idea in the Oct 1946 issue of SHAGGY, a
clubzine of the LA SF Association. The 1947 Philcon Worldcon was the target convention. But
insufficient funds were raised and the project was postponed. Carnell wrote a thank you note to
contributors, in which he stated prophetically: "There is no reason why a delegate should not visit each
other's country on alternate years..." The importance of the Big Pond Fund is that it set a precedent for
the 1952 creation of TAFF (Trans-Atlantic Fan Fund) and all other fan funds. Carnell did eventually
get funded over to attend the 1949 Cinvention Worldcon. (HWJ) & (DE)
[ See TAFF, CUFF, DUFF, & WAW WITH THE CREW IN 52 ]

THE BIG ROCK CANDY MOUNTAINS
-- Faned: Debra Simms. APAzine.
1981 - (#1 - Feb) (#2 - Mar) (#3 - Apr)

BIG THREE
-- The three pro SF pulp magazines which dominated the market in the 1930s and early 1940s. They
were, AMAZING STORIES, ASTOUNDING STORIES, and WONDER STORIES. In those days
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most fans read all three, and thus most fans were familiar with virtually all published SF, and were
ready to argue the merits of each and any story. This commonality of interest and knowledge made a
geographically diverse scattering of fans a tight-knit community. Nowadays the SF genre has expanded
to the point where it's rare to meet a fan who reads the same authors you do (or as one critic put it, rare
to meet a fan who reads...).

BIMONTHLY MONTHLY
-- [ See MONTHLY MONTHLY ]

BIRD BATH
-- A red bird bath was carried in triumphant procession by the self-acclaimed Seventh Fandomites at
the 1953 Midwestcon as a "rallying totem" or symbol, provided by Harlan Ellison. According to Dick
Eney, "Its symbolism should be obvious to anyone familiar with Freud, being the lingam combined
with the yoni." Or, in more western terminology, the hotdog and the doughnut (or is it the other way
around?) In addition, the term 'bird bath' was inserted into conversation at every opportunity by
Seventh Fandomites as a phrase of immense import and significance, though not to the listener I
suspect. A bit of whimsy, the kind of harmless silliness fans indulge in from time to time, especially at
conventions. Although the term was sometimes used in derision by those opposed to the Seventh
Fandomite movement, such as this quote from ABAS (#0 - Jan 1954): "Such a way of fandom is
strictly for the bird baths." (HWJ) & (DE)
[ See SEVENTH FANDOM, SEVENTH FANDOMITES ]

THE BIRD IS CRUEL
-- Faned: Patrick Nielsen Hayden. APAzine pubbed out of Toronto.
1975 - (#14 - Nov) (#15 - Dec)
1976 - (#16 - Jan) (#17 - Feb) (#18 - Mar) (#19 - Apr) (#20 - May) (#21 - Jun) (#22 - Aug) (#23 - Sep)
(#24 - Oct) (#25 - Nov) (#26 - Dec)
1977 - (#27 - Jan) (#28 - Feb) (#29 - Mar) (#30 - Jun)

BIRDS GOTTA SWIM, FISH GOTTA FLY
-- Faned: Janet Wilson. APAzine pubbed out of Toronto.
1977 - (#1 - Jul) (#2 - ?) (#3 - Nov)
197? - (#4 - ?) (#5 - ?) (#6 - ?) (#7 - ?) (#8 - ?)
1979 - (#9 - Aug)

BIS
-- The British Interplanetary Society, founded in 1933 by P.E. Cleator and Les Johnson of Liverpool.
Since British law forbade actual rocket experimentation, the work of the society was purely theoretical,
though of high calibre as many scientists and engineers were members, as well as many SF fans. Much
intelligent work was done on the practical design of spacesuits, suitable instrumentation, spaceship
design and the like. The first organization to produce a (reasonably) accurate projection of what it
would take to accomplish a Lunar landing, revealed to the British public in 1939 and generating
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widespread publicity as a result. Though basically dull reading (being serious and scientific and
mathematical, etc), such BIS publications were perhaps the first to instill in the general public the idea
that space travel was a real possibility and not just 'Buck Rogers stuff'. It was still in existence as late
as 1956. (JS) & (DE) & (RGC)

THE BLACK ADVENTURER
-- Faned: Rik Hunik. APAzine.
1979 - (#1 -Aug)

BLACK BIRD
-- Faned: Phil Paine. APAzine.
1977 - (#1 -Jun) (#2 - Sep) (#3 - Nov)
1978 - (#4 - Apr)

BLACK CATS, TABBY CATS, AND CARBO...
-- Faned: Shelly Gordon Lewis. APAzine.
1980 - (#1 - Jan) (#2 -Feb) (#3 - Mar) (#4 - Apr) (#5 - May) (#6 - Jun) (#7 - Jul) (#8 - Aug) (#9 - Sep)

BLACK HOLE AWARDS
-- Spoof fannish awards first created and presented by US fan Matthew Tepper in 1973. Somewhat
similar to the Canadian ELRONS (created 1971). Categories include: 'Incompetence', 'Greed', 'Halfassed Con Officiousness' & the 'Brown Hole Award for Outstanding Professionalism.' The actual
award consists of a plastic black sphere subtly different depending on the nature of the award.
[ See ELRON, HOGU ]

BLACK TRIANGLE
-- Faned: Jim Sheddon. Genzine. At least four issues published.
1983 - (#1 - ?) (#2 - ?) (#3 - ?)
1984 - (#4 - Feb)

BLANC CITRON
-- Faned: Mario Giguere. Tiny (3 by 4 inches) humour/fanzine out of Quebec City, beginning 1984.
(GS)
Luc Pomerleau described Quebec zines imitating BLANC CITROEN as "faanish fanzines, devoted
to silly interviews with the not-so-well-known fans and dissertations on every subject except FSF. The
systematic copying of the formula is becoming a bit boring and predictable and one can only hope this
effervescence will lead to something more than a dead end." But as for BLANC CITRON itself: "I
want to make it clear that this zine has not become tiresome, its imitators have. Mario Giguere is still
as funny as ever."
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BLANK THOT
-- A concept first defined by Bob Tucker in the early 1940s. Basically a stand-alone short sentence
blurted out to disconcerting effect. There are three types:
- 1) - A phrase orphaned from it's context: "Gotta bird bath?"
- 2) - A phrase complete unto itself, often propagandish: "Bird bathes for Ghu-Ghu!"
- 3) - A phrase that makes no sense at all: "My bird bath has no corflu."
Blank thots are best employed to bring a conversation to a halt for a few precious seconds which
give you time to: a) think up something even more devastating to say, or b) run away from the
fugghead you've been talking to. (JS) & (DE) & (RGC)

BLAST!
-- Faned: Ronning Harland. Genzine. At least six issues published.
1971 - (#1 - Mar) (#2 - Jun) (#3 - Oct)
1972 - (#4 - ?) (#5 - ?) (#6 - Oct)

BLASTER
-- In pre-STAR WARS days the popular concept of a ray gun (unlike the more modern concept of a
deadly laser) was either a H.G.Wells-like 'Martian' Heat ray, or a gun that blasts out a bolt of electricity
or atomic energy. The latter type of ray gun was often called a 'Blaster', for it unleashed a raw,
tumbling energy that blasted its target to smithereens whereas the more general term raygun implied a
more elegant, focused energy weapon.
For a faned to focus his raygun editorial powers on a target conveyed little, but to promise to fire
his blaster at some hapless foe in his nish editorial offered the prospect of great and exciting violence.
In short, the standard SF 'blaster' is a weapon more in tune with the politics of zinedom and was liable
to be mentioned or employed as a literary device more often than 'raygun'. Not often used nowadays
though.
[ See RAY GUN, ZAP GUN, PLONKER ]

BLIND STARLING
-- Faned: Paul Wyszkozwski. Apazine. At least nine issues.
197? - (#1 -?) (#2 - ?) (#3 -?) (#4 - ?)
1972 - (#5 - May)
197? - (#6 - ?) (#7 - ?)
1973 - (#8 - May) (#9 - Nov)

BLINKIN’ AWFUL CUSSEDNESS OF THE ,,,
-- Faned: Janet Wilson. Apazine. At least nine issues.
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1977 - (#1 - Jul) (#2 - Sep) (#3 - Dec)
1978 - (4 - Feb) (#5 – Apr) (#6 – Aug) (#7 – Nov)
1979 - (#8 – Feb) (#9 – Mar) (#10 – May) (#11 – Aug) (#12 – Nov)
1980 - (#13 – Mar) (#14 – Sep) (#15 – Nov)
1981 – (#16 – Apr) (#17 - ?) (#18 - ?) (#19 - ?) (#20 - ?)

BLITZKREIG
-- In mundane reality, the German words for 'Lightning War', a term an American journalist writing for
Time magazine in late1939 invented in an effort to describe the new military techniques the Germans
were using to swiftly conquer Poland. The Germans themselves did not begin to use the term
'Blitzkrieg' till they picked it up from the western media.
In fannish terminology, a 'Blitzkrieg' was a drastic collective action to solve a problem created by
another fan's inaction. This originally referred to expeditions to seize an APA mailing (in order to
distribute it) from a lazy O.E.'s home, but subsequently came to describe any frenzied deadline activity
involving a group of fans, such as last ditch efforts to pub a clubzine. A common term during the war the Flushing blitzkrieg of February 1940, the Philadelphia Blitzkrieg of July 1940, etc., - it fell out of
use by the 1950s.

BLOG
-- Go to any SF convention and someone, sometime, is liable to offer you a drink of Blog at a room
party. This alcoholic drink is often so potent as to be dangerous. I once, at a VCON, saw a man
(admittedly already totally wasted) pass out after merely sniffing a glass of Blog. What is Blog? And
where and when did it originate?
The concept of Blog, though not the actual drink, was invented in 1955 by the Liverpool Science
Fiction Society. It featured prominently in their thirty minute 'Tapera' (tape recorded space opera)
'THE MARCH OF SLIME' which they played at the first Cytricon ( the 5th British National
Convention also known as 'Eastercon' ) in the George Hotel at Kettering. These Liverpool fans had
also handed out "thousands of Blog advertisements in Kettering, proclaiming it 'the bride's best friend'"
as part of their pre-con publicity. Consequently hordes of mundanes flooded the hotel bar the first
night of the convention in search of Blog. When they pointed at the 'Drink Blog!' sign fans had hung
up at the bar, the bartender told them he was "all out, next shipment in tomorrow", but when
confronted by more and more thirsty customers demanding Blog, he created his own Blog on the spot,
a mixture of cider and rum which proved quite popular. However, Liverpool fans refer to this as Blog
Mark II, since it was not, in fact, the genuine original Blog.
Blog Mark I was concocted by Liverpool fan Peter Hamilton and first unveiled to fandom at large
during room parties at Cytricon before the hotel bartender was finally pressured into creating his own
version. The Hamilton version consisted of: "a brandy and egg flip base, to which was added black
currant puree, Alka-Seltzer, and Beecham's powder. It effervesced." On the face of it, the bartender's
version would appear to be a more pleasant drinking experience.
Today Blog's contents are limited only by the imagination of the fiends concocting the vile,
horrible, extremely high alcohol content stuff. I was once invited to dip my glass in a large bucket of
red, bubbling goo in which floated a coconut and a dead crab. "It's Blog! You'll like it!" No thanks.
One of fandom's deadlier traditions. (HWJ) & (DE) & (RGC)
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[ See THE BULLFROG, THE H.B. PIPER COCKTAIL, MEAD BUNNY, NUCLEAR
FIZZ, SPAYED GERBIL, PAN-GALACTIC GARGLE BLASTER, The Bullfrog, FAN
DRINKS & FANNISH DRINKSH BOOK ]

BLOOD AND ROSES
-- Faned: Mereadith. Apazine.
1980 - (#1 -Aug) (#2 - Sep) (#3 - Oct) (#4 - Nov) (#5 - Dec)
1981 - (#6 - Jan) (#7 - Feb) (#8 - Mar) (#9 - Apr) (#10 - May) (#11 - Jun) (#12 - Jul) (#13 - Aug) (#14
- Sep) (#15 - Oct)
1982 - (#16 - Jan) (#17 - Feb) (#18 - Apr) (#19 - Apr) (#20 - Jun) (#21 - Jun) (#22 – Aug) (#23 – Sep)

BLOWN IN FRANCE
-- Faned: David Vereschagin. Apazine for DADAPA pubbed out of Edmonton.
First issue "run off on Robert Runte's Old, Cast Iron, Ink Guzzling, Manual Gestetner....but the
results were unsatisfactory." So ish #2, also printed on Runte's Get, announced the creation of
DADAPA, with subsequent issues distributed with DADAPA. "Dedicated to disintegrating Winnipeg
fandom. (Winnipeg fans never die, they just move to Edmonton)." Intended as a "semi-letter substitute."
1977 - (#1 - Nov)
197? - (#2 - ?)
[ See DADAPA ]

BLUE JAUNTE
-- Faned: Taral Wayne. At first a one-shot pubbed out of Toronto for Balticon 10. A second issue
done 4 months later. (More details to be added)
1976 - (#1 - Apr) (#2 - Aug)

BNF
Stands for BIG NAME FAN. This is not a title you can award yourself. It is earned, usually
through years of fanac which add up to a solid fandom-wide reputation, instant name recognition, and
sufficient awe and respect to motivate people to actually listen to what you have to say. If a fan, having
just met you, runs from the room to tell other fen he just met you, it means you're a BNF. If strangers
crowd around and write down your every word (so they can quote you in their zines), you're a BNF. If
known fuggheads go out of their way to avoid offending you, you're a BNF. If convention after
convention asks you to be their fan guest of honour, you're a BNF. Lots of egoboo perks to being a
BNF. Alas, only a universal consensus by fandom at large can grant you this title. It is rarely bestowed.
But, once you are recognized as a BNF, you can then aspire to become a SMOF.

BOB & DAVE
-- Faned: Michael S. Hall. Perzine.
1978 - (#1 - Dec)
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BOB AND KOSO
-- Bob the Earthlng and Koso the Martian are the two main characters in a series of short fan fiction
written by James V. Taurasi which appeared in his zines circa late 1930s and early 1940s. They were
apparently quite stunningly bad stories, even Taurisi admitted he put them in merely as space filler.
Eventually he wrote a story in which they both died, and someone else wrote a story killing them off
again just to make certain of their demise, and fandom breathed a collective sigh of relief. (JS)

BOF
-- The original meaning was 'Best of Fandom', and there were a number of annual anthologies of fan
writing by that name, such as BEST OF FANDOM '57. Some of these were published for and
distributed at Corflu conventions. Nowadays the term BOF in casual fannish conversation stands for
'Boring Old Fart', a term which is usually applied to any fan who talks like a fantiquarian, insists the
old days were better, and refuses to adapt to the contemporary fannish scene. Most fans eventually
become BOFs. Some, like myself, revel in it. But it is still impolite to actually call someone a BOF to
their face, no matter how well the term applies. (RB)
[ See FANTIQUARIAN ]

A BOLT OUT OF THE BLUE
-- Faned: Lloyd Penney. Newsletter of the Creative Costumers Guild pubbed out of Toronto. (GS)
Lasted only two issues, for as Lloyd reported in MAPLE LEAF RAG #9 (Oct 1984): "A BOLT OUT
OF THE BLUE is defunct, as is the Creative Costumer's Guild. Both have died of the Fannish Plague,
otherwise known in mundane circles as apathy."
1983 - (#1 - Sep)
1984 - (#2 - Mar)
[ See THE CREATIVE COSTUMER'S GUILD ]

BONANZA J.
-- Faned: Karen Pearlston. Apazine.
1977 - (#1 - May) (#2 - Sep) (#3 - Dec)

BOOFUL
-- The title of a spoof ego-boosting crudzine proposed by Walt Willis in 1952. The idea was that it
would have no articles, fiction, artwork or locs, just "enthusiastic and unrestrained praise of its
subscribers... ranging from a one line mention to an entire 'appreciation' issue." The ultimate egoboo!
[ See EGOBOO ]

BOOK OF GHU
-- Though often invoked by wannabe Ghuists, the Book of Ghu does not actually exist. What they are
really referring to, if they but knew it, is the Gholy Ghible. [ See ]
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THE BOOKS OF ROSCOE
-- Faned: Scott Patri. Pubbed out of Cumberland, B.C. Roscoe is the third major Ghod in Fannish
religion, revealed by Art Rapp, Rick Sneary & Ed Cox in 1949. He takes the form of an invisible
beaver (obviously a Canadian deity!) wearing a propeller beanie, who looks after fans everywhere.
THE BOOKS OF ROSCOE is the shacred bhible of a variant sect, in which Roscoe is believed to be
squirrelish in nature. THE BOOKS OF ROSCOE include: Ghod Rescue - The Creation Of Fandom,
The Acts Of The Fen, The Release Of The Fen From Hell, and The Creation Of Fen Heaven. Belongs
in the same league as the 'Gholy Ghible' of Ghu worship.
1994 - (#1 - July)
[ See ROSCOE ]

BOOSTER ADS
-- This is a less expensive form of Angeling. Basically, to aid someone in pubbing their superduper
annish, you take out a small ad in same, saying something like "Congratulations! Who woulda thought
your crudzine coulda lasted this long?" or some such cheery praise, or perhaps a spoof ad of the
AHMF variety, in order to give them some money to put towards their special more-expensive-thanusual issue. Like angeling, and annishs themselves for that matter, a practice pretty much fallen out of
use.
[ See ANGELING & AHMF ]

BOOWATT
-- Faned: Garth Danielson, one of the members of "Decadent Winnipeg Fandom." [ See ] A perzine
pubbed out of Winnipeg in the late 1970s. Garth described BOOWATT as a "Frenzine" because it was
done for his friends and no one else. Interviewed in SCHMAGG #2 he stated: "I really like the
distinction of a crudzine. It means I don't have to do any work and people don't expect much from me."
BOOWATT was notorious for typos, as well as its bizarre humour. For instance, Garth claimed to
be into "Lard Fandom... a collected group of people who are interested in the use of lard as a sexual
aid. You can rub it on anything." Considered one of the "longest-lived crudzines" of its day. Not a fair
description, because its lack of polish disguised generally high standards of writing. One contributor
was the legendary Mae Strelkov of Argentina! And often good art as well. A 1978 issue had colour
airbrushed front & back cover by Winnipeg artist Roldo.
1975 - (#1 - Oct) (#2 - Nov) (#3 - Dec)
1976 - (#4 - Jan) (#5 - Feb) (#6 - Mar) (#7 - Apr) (#8 - May) (#9 - Jul) (#10 - Aug) (#11 - Sep) (#12 Oct) (#13 - Oct) (#14 - Nov) (#15 - Dec)
1977 - (#16 - Jan) (#17 - Feb) (#18 - Mar) (#19 - Apr) (#20 - May) (#21 - Jun) (#22 - ? ) (#23 - Sep)
(#24 - Nov)
1978 - (#25 - Jan) (#26 - ? )
- (#27 - Sep) - "This product of 'Decadent Winnipeg Fandom' can usually be counted on to be rather
bizarre, not too serious, to contain at least some fair and often good writing, to have an atrocious
number of typos, and to be legible & creative, but not terribly neat or polished in physical
appearance....BOOWATT is okay, if you can hack the typos."
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"This issue concludes an engaging series by Mae Strelkov which is basically reminiscences from
various periods of her life...The other writing is of a more personal and actually worthless nature. This
includes part of James A. Hall's diary (at least, it might as well be), and an abortive one-shot which
degenerates into a drunken attack on some poor typewriter by Steve George." (VF)
- (#28 - Dec)
1979 - (#29 - Dec)
[ See LARDZINE ]

BOOWATT WEEKLY
-- Faned: Garth Danielson. An apazine published on a frequent basis from about 1975 to 1980, 119
issues in all. For which Apa? I assume the approach was similar to that of his perzine BOOWATT.

BOP TALK
-- Bop talk is 1940's hipster slang, derived from the cool world of Jazz. It was adopted by both the rock
'n roll crowd and the beatnik movement in the 1950s (hip, cool, daddy-o, crazy, square, dig, flip, man!,
stoned, etc) but in its purest form (zorch, hub-cap, cube, slith, Hollywood eyes, Kat, outest, pin, etc.,)
was also to be found in the fannish writings of fen hip enough to dig that cool scene. The Toronto
Insurgents were known for this, especially the ultra-cool Boyd Raeburn.
[ See TORONTO INSURGENTS ]

BORDERLAND
-- Faned: Robert Hadji. Fictionzine pubbed out of Markham, Ontario. "BORDERLAND is a... semipro magazine, devoted to 'Dark Fantasy' (ghost stories, contemporary urban horror, & many other
subjects), but not SF stories, sword-&-sorcery, pop fantasy, the Cthulhu mythos or grand guignol.
Some humour is welcome, though... The editor says.... that BORDERLAND is to be a hobby pursuit,
but professional in attitude & standards... will pay 3.5¢ per word for stories, & $1 per line for poetry."
- (GS)
"The Spaced Out Library deserves credit for their promotion of BORDERLAND.... Hadji spoke
about the type of magazine he was trying to develop... The first issue, while a little slim, is very good
and the publishers have some interesting plans for the future."
1984 - (#1 - ?) - "Contains stories by Jessica Amanda Salmonson, Michael Bedard, & Galad
Elflandsson, and also features poems & articles by David Aylward of the Spaced Out Library." - (GS)
1985 - (#2 - Jan/Feb) (#3 - Dec)
SCAVENGERS NEWSLETTER commented (in May 1985): "BORDERLAND has a rather long
response time but remains a viable market," and in a later issue: "BORDERLAND is surely the finest
fantasy magazine coming from Canada."
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BOREALIS
-- Faneds: John Bell & (1st issue only) Alain Chabot. Pubbed out of Halifax by Northern Star Press
circa 1978. BOREALIS said to be the very first fanzine out of Halifax. (Unless the Halifax SF Society,
founded in 1948, had produced a clubzine...) Only 2 issues. Writes Taral Wayne: "The archivist John
Bell.... announcing in 1981 that the publication, which takes a serious and scholarly interest in
Canadian SF&F, especially any written by writers from Atlantic Canada, will henceforth appear as a
book-like annual." This did not happen.
"I gather that BOREALIS only went through these two issues, but with articles & features by &
about Canadian authors & artists, it looks like it could have continued easily. The lithography
production is excellent." - (GS)
1978 - (#1 - Jun) - "Full colour cover paintings by Tim Hammell & Cathy Hill... Don Grant
(BOREALIS's Godfather, it seems; he printed the cover free of charge), contributes an article on a
fantasy writer to look out for: David Crombie. Spider Robinson has a neat story. Chabot reports on
Boskone (Boston Con). There is a portfolio of Gene Day's work, (not his best, but not his worst, either).
There is also an article on SF in Quebec, an interesting area which BOREALIS promises to pursue
further. Finally, the editors put in some plugs & reviews and finish off with a tribute to former
Haligonian Hal Foster...The layout is clean. Tremendously easy to read & nice to look at. The only
thing they can do to improve is to put more of the same into an issue.” (VF)
1979 - (#2- Mar) - "This 2nd issue of BOREALIS has been delayed by the departure of Alain Chabot,
one of the co-editors. A single colour cover & other less costly production methods as compared with
the first issue also hint at the intrusion of financial reality. There is no fiction in this issue, but
otherwise the same mixture of non-fiction, poetry & art is continued."
"The non-fiction articles are varied & generally well done. John Bell writes about James DeMille,
a 19th century Canadian writer of Fantasy. Spider Robinson provides a too-short piece about the
reasons behind his decision to move to Canada. And finally, Charles Saunders correlates all the
different ape-men in Philip Jose Farmer's work."
"The first selection of poetry is from DeMille's papers, and the 2nd consists of 4 Found Poems,
selected by John Robert Columbo. Several book reviews, a listing of Canadian fanzines and a
reasonably varied letter column round out the written content."
"As in the first issue, a considerable amount of space is devoted to artwork. A cartoon strip (The
Space Beavers) by Dave Sim & a portfolio by Rand Gaynor highlight this issue, along with a
considerable amount of fantasy-oriented art."
"While this issue is not quite up to #1 in physical standards, it is developing in terms of content and
is worth watching for, especially in view of the Canadian content." (EB)
Writing in 1984, John Bell commented: "After an abortive attempt to resume publishing late in
1981, BOREALIS is officially defunct." Part of this effort was an ad appearing in NEW CANADIAN
FANDOM #2/3 (Aug/Sep 1981) which offered a forthcoming "Issue Three & Four combined" of
BOREALIS, featuring "new fiction by Charles Saunders, a Louis Little Portfolio, Gene Day & George
Freeman art, Tanith Lee on Charles Saunders and more...", and then promised: "Beginning in 1982,
BOREALIS will expand into a giant new annual of Canadian SF & fantasy." Alas, twas not to be.
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BRACKETS
-- Before the advent of computer word processing the primary engine of fanac was the typewriter.
Trouble is, the typewriter has a fixed, limited armourment of symbols.
Now, if the writer of an article wanted to insert a parenthesis-type comment, it could be done using
one of several methods: 'By Ghu, I'm a great writer!' or "By Ghu, I'm a wonderful writer" or -- By Ghu,
I'm a fantastic writer -- or [ By Ghu, I'm a nifty writer! ] or ( By Ghu, I'm the all-time most totally
awesome writer ever to come out of Spuzzum! )
But faneds being the crazed lot that they were (and are), how on earth were they to differentiate
such parenthesizes from their own inserted editorial comments without confusing their readers?
According to Jack Speer, various faneds came up with different solutions, as per the following:
- Swisher drew in his own brackets, quite obviously distinct from the type key version, but this was too
much trouble for most faneds to contemplate.
- Bob Tucker & others employed double parenthesizes a half space apart: (( Martian scum, you lie! ))
- Speer sometimes used Gregg shorthand parenthesizes: -( Vile Venusian, it was NOT the first
convention! )- The most popular was probably bracketing parenthesizes within oblique marks: / Cunning
Callistonion, join the cult of vacuum breathers! /
- Youd used oblique marks but also underlined the parenthesis: / I did not spill your corflu! /
- Mirta Forsto (Actually combo of Forrest J. Ackerman & 'Morojo' Myrtle Forest writing together)
underlined her/their bracketed parenthesizes with tilde marks: ~~~~~~~~~~.
- & faned Ray Bradbury simply did his in caps: SOMEDAY I WILL BE A PRO WRITER! but this
didn't catch on.
Each one of these solutions not only served its purpose, but had the added advantage of lending a
unique appearance of style to a zine, thus helping differentiate one zine from another. It was part of an
editor's signature, so to speak.

BRAIN TRUST
-- In fandom, a term first used to describe certain members of FAPA such as Harry Warner Jr., Jack
Speer, Art Widner, Russ Chauvenet & others, noted for discussing serious matters seriously (unusual
in fandom!) within a context of profound knowledge & serious analysis of the subject at hand. This
was circa the early 1940s, at the height of Third Fandom, which was proud to claim the Brain Trust as
exemplar members of the movement. For long afterwards any FAPAn trending in that direction was
called a brain-truster. The term 'Brain Trust' has since fallen out of use, perhaps because it smacks of
elitism. (It's true that fans are notorious for viewing themselves as an elite superior in imagination &
intellect to mere 'mundanes', but they also tend to be very resentful of anyone they perceive as setting
themselves up as a super-elite within the ranks of fandom itself.)
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BRANDON, CARL JOSHUA
-- At first, this was simply the name of a black fan living in the Berkeley area in California, first
appearing in print in 1953 and becoming widely known by 1956 as fandom's most amusing writer of
parodies. Over the years, much was revealed about him, as for instance, the fact he was a 'Moldy Fig'
(slang for a traditionalist Jazz fan). His articles appeared in many zines, and his locs seemingly in
every zine. Tremendously popular, he was voted organizing editor for FAPA. When he announced he
intended to attend Solacon (the 16th World Convention held in Los Angeles in 1958), dozens of fans
vowed to meet him. Faneds, in particular, hoped to rush into print the 'first' impressions of meeting this
legendary BNF.
At Solacon it was revealed the Carl Joshua Brandon was nothing less than the most successful hoax
fan in the history of fandom. He was actually Terry Carr, one of 'The Berkeley Bhoys', a group of
Berkeley area fans (Ron Ellik, Dave Rike, Pete Graham -- and supposedly, Carl Brandon) who had
also participated in the hoax. So elaborate, skillfully wrought, and extremely amusing were the
elements of the hoax that fans readily forgave Carr & friends for putting one over on them. To this day
the Brandon hoax is pointed to with fannish pride as THE classic example of its type. (JS) (DE)
[ See CARR, JOAN & BRISTOL, JOHN A. for other famous hoax fans ]

BRANDONIZATION
-- Hoax fan Carl Brandon's popularity was in large part due to his wonderful fannish parodies. They
were not simply written in the style of the original work, but followed the plot closely, with the
protagonist experiencing events in parallel fannish terms. For example, in his parody of J.D. Salinger's
'Catcher In The Rye', Brandon "has Holden Caufield getting kicked out of FAPA rather than an
exclusive boarding school, living in a Slan Shack instead of a dormitory", etc. This made for very fine
satire of fannish life. Any classic work of literature selected for this treatment is said to have
undergone the process of BRANDONIZATION. (RB)

THE BREEN BOONDOGGLE / THE BREENIGAN / BREENDOGGLE
-- One of those disputes which periodically divide fandom into warring camps, only this time the
subject was very serious indeed.
Walter Breen was the husband of SF writer Marion Zimmer Bradley, and a well-known faned &
fan writer, popular in fandom circa the early 1960s. In 1964 allegations surfaced that he was an active
pedophile. He was on the waiting list for FAPA, and 13 members insisted he be dropped, then another
65 voted to reinstate him, on the grounds that the allegations were unproven hearsay.
Then Bill Donaho, Chairman of Pacificon II (the 22nd Worldcon held in Oakland, California in
1964) announced that Breen would not be allowed to attend, as the convention committee feared the
legal consequences if Breen were caught in the act with a minor. Many fans reacted to this with
protests & threatened boycotts of their own. Consequently, Donaho published a pre-convention zine
titled THE BOONDOGGLE in which he summarized all the allegations. Some fans dismissed the
charges as mere character assassination & leapt to Breen's defence in print. Others supported Donaho.
As for the truth of the matter under dispute, Rich Brown wrote: "Breen did write the authoritative book
on man-boy love and died in prison a convicted pederast."
The furor over Walter Breen came to be known as the Boondoggle (or Breendoggle, Breenigan,
etc.). Because of this war within fandom, many fans grew estranged from each other and were not on
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speaking terms for years afterward, thus ruining the illusion of a unified fannish community. For a
while, some were afraid it had soured so many fans that fandom itself was in danger of dying.
Fortunately this proved not to be the case.
Basically, it was a sad situation where one of the sordid, unpleasant realities of the mundane world
intruded on the castle-in-the-sky approach to fandom common among actifen, and as it threatened to
pull fandom itself into disrepute, was greatly resented by many, even to this day. (RB)

BRISTOL, JOHN A.
-- Perhaps the first hoax fan. Bristol was actually Jack Speer. When Speer moved from one address to
another in Washington D.C. in 1938, he gave out his new address as Bristol's, and had the post office
forward to his new address any mail sent to Speer at the old address. In his own words: "By giving
Bristol a full background of life, easing him in gradually, and taking great care to have him speak like
a newcomer and use a style of writing and grammar quite different from his own, Speer got him
generally accepted as a new fan." Donald Wollheim, who knew that Speer's middle name was Bristol,
had his suspicions, but the hoax was not actually exposed until Nycon I, the1st world convention, held
in New York in 1939 (where Speer wore a John Bristol name tag-- surprisingly few fans noticed).
Speer's 'Bristol' may have inspired Carr's 'Brandon'. (JS) & (DE)
[ See BRANDON, CARL JOSHUA & CARR, JOAN for other fan hoaxes ]

BRIC A BRAC
-- Faned: Harry Robinson. #2 of a perzine pubbed out of Montreal February 1885! This wonderful
example of early Canadian mundane amateur journalism was unearthed by Dale Speirs and reprinted
as a rider with OPUNTIA #27.1 in Feb 1996.
BRIC A BRAC editor Robinson declared: "We publish this paper for our own mental
improvement..." But alas, "...Canada has been a considerable factor in the strength of the 'dom; but
one by one, the Canadian Amateurs have fossilized, until at the present day, THE NUGGET, THISTLE,
BOYS FOLIO and BRIC-A-BRAC are all that are left to represent the 'dom in Canada..." Similar to
the problem facing Canadian SF zines today!
Poetry, fiction, & news round out the zine. "Khartoum has fallen...Canadians are as loyal subjects
as any the Queen has... so we share the sorrow that this great disaster has given her." ... He's talking
about Queen Victoria!
And then there's an astounding description of the Montreal Winter Carnival: "...the storming of the
ice palace... Two thousand five hundred snow-shoers, dressed in the most picturesque costumes of
modern times, armed with torches and Roman candles, stormed the castle; then from the castle shot
rockets, bombs, and fireworks of every description..." By Ghu they knew how to have fun back then!

"BROAD MENTAL HORIZONS"
-- Something all fans claim to have. The first use of this descriptive phrase pertaining to fans appeared
in a 1948 article in Writer's Digest written by Margaret St Clair. Whether she was a fan herself or
simply a journalist somehow impressed by the fannish phenomena I do not know, but the catch phrase
caught on, and it's part of the fannish lexicon. (DE)
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BROOKLYN BOLSHEVIKI
-- A contemptuous slang term for the New York Michelists who dwelt in Brooklyn circa 1937-1945,
fans otherwise known as the Futurians. Many of them promoted communism as the solution to
mankind's problems. Hence the term 'Bolsheviki'. (JS)
[ See FUTURIANS & MICHAELISM ]

BROOKLYN INSURGENTS
-- A New York club composed almost exclusively of fanzine fans (a very rare sort of organization
indeed!) co-founded by Arnie Katz and Rich Brown in the late 1960s. It was invitational only, thus
ensuring that all members were active fanzine fans. Much good writing & several good zines came out
of this club. Became inactive in the early 1970s as people moved on. It's a concept worth repeating. (JS)

BROWNE, NORMAN G.
-- One of the most prominent Canadian fans of the first half of the1950s.
In 1951, at the age of 18, having been advised by Ted Sturgeon to do so, he attended Nolocon, the
9th World Convention held in New Orleans. He had hitchhiked to the con, a feat which impressed
everyone greatly. As Harry B. Moore, Chairman of Nolacon put it: "It is an exceedingly rare thing to
find a fan with guts, self-respect, tenacity, responsibility, dependability, or honour. Your feat of
hitchhiking... stands out astonishingly amidst such a morass of pseudo-persons..." (It's a wonder the
rest of the congoers didn't take this as an insult!)
Feted & celebrated beyond all reasonable expectations, Browne later wrote: "For 5 years I had
read STF, but had no knowledge that fandom existed, and had never met anyone who even read STF.
On Aug 31st at 3:00 PM, 1951, I walked into the lobby of the St. Charles hotel in New Orleans and met
my first fan. I consider that date & time as my entrance into fandom."
All the same, he experienced some difficulty: "At the Nolacon, I was an outsider, an onlooker; I
knew nobody and nothing. I felt strangely set apart from these people who were fans. They talked and
acted beyond the powers of my comprehension and understanding. They talked about people, places,
and events of which I had no knowledge. To me they seemed to be talking on a higher plane; a plane
far, far beyond my reach. Knowing so much about what they discussed, they seemed to be combining
telepathy and speech in their conversation. It was interesting -- in a tantalizing sort of way."
"I left the Nolacon with an overwhelming desire to become a fan; to become one of them, to talk
with them in their own language, to understand what they understood, to enjoy what they enjoyed."
As soon as he returned to Vancouver, B.C., he feverishly set about single-handedly creating a club,
formally titled 'The Vancouver SF Society' (tho often referred to as 'The Hibited Men'). This was in
existence by December of 1951. It was the first organized fandom on the West coast of Canada.
Browne served as its first President & also its first clubzine editor. He made sure it affiliated with the
Canadian SF Association. There were at least a dozen members, maybe more.
Then by summer of 1952 he had moved to Edmonton, Alberta. From there he produced 6 issues of
his well-regarded fanzine VANATIONS (Jun 1952 to Jul 1953). Highlights included articles by Robert
Bloch, Harlan Ellison, & Marion Zimmer Bradley. VANATIONS was noted for Browne's innovative
PAR system of payment.
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The Fall 1952 Fan Directory of the Canadian Science Fiction Association listed Browne at his
Edmonton address.
While in Edmonton, sometime in 1953, he co-edited (with 'Art Wesley', actually Dean Grennell, of
Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin) a one-shot titled FILLER, consisting of 527 numbered 'filler' items, most of
them interlineations, the idea being that faneds, in order to save space, would type in the appropriate
number and leave it to the readers to look up the actual 'filler' in FILLER. This concept proved very
popular.
In May 1953 he attended HEcon (Harlan Ellison con) in the Cleveland home of Harlan Ellison, a
gathering whose purpose was to establish 7th Fandom.
I do not know if Browne was part of the Seventh Fandomite contingent invading the fourth
Midwestcon where Seventh Fandom (& the red birdbath) was first unveiled to a disbelieving fannish
world, but Browne did attend Philcon II, the 11th Worldcon, held in Philadelphia in Sept 1953. There
he was photographed with Harlan Ellison, a drawing based on this photo appearing in CANADIAN
FANDOM #19 (Dec 1953). No doubt he took part in any & all merry pranks, as he was, according to
Rich Brown, 'one of the leading lights of Seventh Fandom'.
However, Browne soon got on Ellison's nerves. While Ellison took Seventh Fandom somewhat
seriously, believing it had great potential, Browne seems to have been possessed by a crusading zeal
which Ellison found too confrontational (hard to believe, given Ellison's reputation, but apparently
true). That Browne wanted the 7th Fandomites to deify Dean Grennell was harmless enough, but his
plot to infiltrate FAPA with 7th Fandomites to the point of taking over through sheer numbers struck
Ellison as likely to give 7th Fandom a bad reputation. Harlan also didn't like some of the 7th Fandom
broadsheets Browne had written & distributed. At some point, in reaction to all the flak he was getting,
Browne quit the movement in anger.
By December 1953 Browne had moved to Wilson Heights in or near Toronto, Ontario. Throughout
1954 he remained active, writing for CANADIAN FANDOM, attempting to put out a second issue of
FILLER, and contributing his apazine DAMN! to FAPA, where he got into a bit of trouble regarding
his CONCUPISCENT TALES/PAPA hoax.
Then Browne dropped off the fandom map, apparently gafiated. I can find no references to him
subsequent to 1954.
A key to the reasons for his gafiation may possibly be found in some comments he made in
VANATIONS #4 (Feb 1953):
"With the issuance of VANATIONS, I pushed myself considerably higher up the ladder of fandom
and at the same time forced the fact of my existence before a considerable number of fans, I had
arrived."
"My original ambition was to become a fan -- a relatively simple goal. But, although that ambition
has been realized, my final ambition has not. For as I progressed into fandom, as I studied & learned,
as I matured, my final goal raised accordingly."
"In my first year I progressed from a non-fan to a fringe-fan, to a neophan, & finally to a masterfan. Who knows how far I will go in my second year? Would anyone deny me the ambition of becoming
a BNF or a super-fan?"
Browne would appear to have possessed a healthy dose of ego. Perhaps he did not realize that the
status of BNF is an accolade, & not just some sort of prize you reach out & grab. It may be significant
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that one of his loccers in the same issue chided him, saying: "You say your interest in STF is 10%, and
your interest in fandom is 90%. Translation: interest in STF & fandom 10%, interest in egoboo 90%."
It may be that Browne ultimately was bitterly disappointed that his long term effort 'to force the fact' of
his existence generated resistance & negative reaction, & so he decided to chuck it in.
Any & all info regarding Norman G. Browne is eagerly sought.
Addendum: In 2005 I was contacted by Norman's sister Wenda. She informed me Norman had
continued to live in Toronto, editing some community newspapers and a weekly newspaper.
Eventually he sank into poverty. She recalls seeing a half page article about him in the Edmonton
Journal (perhaps it was syndicated Canada wide? Or was he now in Edmonton?) in which he revealed
how he managed to live on just $10.00 a day. (Dire necessity or lifestyle choice?) The last time she
saw him, in Toronto circa 1990, he had been unemployed for quite some time. She suspects he has
since passed away.
Early BC fandom seems to be unlucky. The identity of the Vancouver fan who in 1936 produced
THE CANADIAN SCIENCE FICTION FAN, Canada's FIRST Science Fiction fanzine, remains
unknown. Nils Helmer Frome of Fraser Mills who produced Canada's second SF fanzine
SUPRAMUNDANE STORIES in late 1936, died penniless in Wales in 1962. And now it seems that
Norman's youthful enthusiasm and promise just faded away as time went on, as happens to so many of
us fans.
But I will let Wenda have the last word:
"I do know that the Vancouver club was the best of all his endeavours. He was so happy then and
his mind was so active and imaginative. He knew so many people and so many knew him or of him...."
(HWJ) & (RB) & (DE)
[ See VANATIONS, VANCOUVER SF SOCIETY, PAPA, CONCUPISCENT TALES,
PAR, TORATIONS, DAMN!, FILLER, THE HIBITED MEN, HIBITED HAPPENINGS,
SEVENTH FANDOM & DOCTOR OF FANOLOGY]

BSAW
-- Here is a unique club concept. The BSAW is the 'Bachelors STF Association of the World', founded
in 1951 by Hal Shapiro. Thoroughly tongue-in-cheek by nature, it was meant as a friendly spoof of fan
organizations in general. Though in theory restricted to sex-crazed bachelors, it in fact attracted
married couples and single women as well, at one point boasting of 85 members. After a few bantering
publications it faded away, though fondly remembered by some. An example of the kind of selfkidding spoofs fans frequently come up with. (DE)

BSFA
-- Stands for the 'British Science Fiction Organization' founded Easter 1958 & still in existence. One of
the larger, if not the largest, SF clubs in England.

B STF
-- This is the Bachelor of Scientifiction, a 'degree' awarded by the Science Fiction League sponsored
by Hugo Gernsback in the 1930s. All a fan had to do was fill out a questionnaire on general science &
scientifiction (as science fiction was called back then), and if all the answers were correct, a B STF
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would be awarded through the mail & the recipient identified in Gernsback's WONDER STORIES. A
clever means of maintaining the activity & interests of SFL members.

THE LE BULLETIN
-- Bilingual news Bulletin pubbed out of North York, Ontario, by the Canadian Science Fiction &
Fantasy Foundation from 1995 on. (More details to be added.)

THE BULLFROG
-- Fan drink invented and named by Canadian fan Mike Glicksohn in 1977 when he noticed that author
Joe Haldeman had simultaneously run out of both gin and vermouth. Consists of: ( 4 parts tequila / 1
part pernod / stirred over ice ). "So named since tequila is the national drink of Mexico, and pernod the
national drink of France." - Suzi Stefl.
[ See Blog, The H. Beam Piper Cocktail, The Spayed Gerbil, Mead Bunny, The PanGalactic Gargle Blaster, Fannish Drinksh Book, Fan Drinks ]

BYDCOMZ!
-- A term often met with in APA mailing comments. It means: 'But you didn't comment on MY zine!'
The underlying implication is that the writer will now refuse to comment on the other person's apazine
by way of retaliation. This seldom happens however. It's really just an expression of frustration, along
the lines of: 'I was so looking forward to reading what you thought of my zine. I'm disappointed you
didn't comment.'
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